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Inclusive DIS at a large momentum transfer Q � ⇤QCD
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•dominated by the scattering of the lepton 
off an active quark/parton

•not sensitive to the dynamics at a 
hadronic scale ~ 1/fm

•factorized � / H(Q)⌦ �a/P (x, µ
2)
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•overall corrections suppressed by 1/Qn
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QCD factorization
•provides the probe to “see” quarks, 
gluons and their dynamics indirectly

•predictive power relies on
- precision of the probe  
- universality of �a/P (x, µ

2)
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1 Introduction

Two regimes of ep scattering are distinguished by the virtuality of the exchanged photon
between the electron and proton, which is defined using the square of the four-momentum
difference between the incoming and scattered electron as: Q2 ⌘ �q2 = �(k� k0)2. Neutral
current deep inelastic scattering (NC DIS) occurs at large virtualities (Q2 � 1GeV2) of
the exchanged photon which, at leading order, strikes a single quark within the proton.
Photoproduction (�p) processes occur for quasi-real exchanged photons (Q2 . 1GeV2), and
are further sub-divided into two categories at leading order: direct and resolved. In direct
processes, the photon couples directly to a quark as in DIS. Resolved processes occur when
the photon fluctuates non-perturbatively into partons, which then scatter with one or more
partons in the proton. The DIS and resolved photoproduction regimes are illustrated in
Fig. 1.

(a) Neutral current deep inelastic scattering. (b) Resolved photoproduction.

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of initial scattering in (a) deep inelastic scattering and (b)
an example of resolved photoproduction. The electron beam is represented by the lines with
arrows. The partonic contents of the proton and photon are represented as large and small
pale circles, respectively. The exchanged photon is shown as a wavy line. Quarks are shown
as spheres while gluons are shown in gold.

A wide variety of measurements in heavy-ion collisions [1–6] indicates the formation of a
new state of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) matter in local thermal equilibrium, the so-
called quark-gluon plasma (QGP). One of the key observables of the QGP is the collective
behaviour of final-state particles. Recent measurements from colliding systems such as p+p,
p+ A, and photo-nuclear A+ A suggest that a QGP may even form in systems previously
thought too small to attain thermal equilibrium [7–14]. The deep inelastic scattering of
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PDFs at small values of x, the W-boson asymmetry data at
large rapidities generally provide stronger constraints on
PDFs at large x values.

IV. RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of our global QCD
analysis. The quality of the fit to the data is illustrated in
Fig. 1, where the inclusive proton F2 structure functions
from BCDMS [81], SLAC [82], NMC [83] and HERMES
[86] are compared with the CJ15 NLO fit as a function of
Q2 at approximately constant values of x. In Fig. 2, the
Jefferson Lab Fp

2 data from the E00-116 experiment in
Hall C [87] are compared with the CJ15 results at fixed

scattering angles, with x increasing with Q2. The more
recent data from the BONuS experiment at Jefferson Lab
[21] on the ratio of neutron to deuteron structure functions,
Fn
2=F

d
2 , are shown in Fig. 3. Overall the agreement between

the theory and data, over several decades of Q2 and x, is
excellent.
The uncertainties on the observables in Figs. 1–3 (and on

the PDFs throughout this paper, unless otherwise noted) are
computed using Hessian error propagation, as outlined in
Ref. [14], with Δχ2 ¼ 2.71, which corresponds to a
90% confidence level (C.L.) in the ideal Gaussian statistics.
The corresponding χ2 values for each of the data sets in
Figs. 1–3, and all other data used in the fits, are listed in
Table I. As well as the main NLO fit, we also include the χ2

FIG. 1. Comparison of proton Fp
2 structure function data from BCDMS [81], SLAC [82], NMC [83] and HERMES [86] with the CJ15

fit, as a function of Q2 for approximately constant x. The data have been scaled by a factor 2i, from i ¼ 0 for x ¼ 0.85 to i ¼ 20 for
x ¼ 0.005, and the PDF uncertainties correspond to a 90% C.L.
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OBSERVED BEHAVIOR OF HIGHLY INELASTIC ELECTRON-PROTON SCATTERING
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Results of electron-proton inelastic scattering at 6' and 10' are discussed, and values
of the structure function ~2 are estimated. If the interaction is dominated by transverse
virtual photons, vW2 can be expressed as a function of v = 2M v/q within experimental
errors for q2 & 1 (GeV/c)2 and &u &4, where v is the invariant energy transfer and q2 is
the invariant momentum transfer of the electron. Various theoretical models and sum
rules are briefly discussed.

In a previous Letter, ' we have reported experi-
mental results from a Stanford Linear Accelera-
tor Center-Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy study of high-energy inelastic electron-pro-
ton scattering. Measurements of inelastic spec-
tra, in which only the scattered electrons were
detected, were made at scattering angles of 6'
and 10' and with incident energies between 7 and
17 GeV. In this communication, we discuss some
of the salient features of inelastic spectra in the
deep continuum region.
One of the interesting features of the measure-

ments is the weak momentum-transfer depen-
dence of the inelastic cross sections for excita-
tions well beyond the resonance region. This
weak dependence is illustrated in Fig. 1. Here
we have plotted the differential cross section di-
vided by the Mott cross section, (d'a/dQdE')/
(do d/Q) M«, as a function of the square of the
four-momentum transfer, q'= 2EE'(1-cos0), for
constant values of the invariant mass of the re-
coiling target system, W, where W'= 2M(E E')-
+M' -q'. E is the energy of the incident electron,
E' is the energy of the final electron, and 0 is
the scattering angle, all defined in the labora-
tory system; M is the mass of the proton. The
cross section is divided by the Mott cross sec-
tion

(
dG e' cos'p(9
d Mott 4E Sin 2

in order to remove the major part of the well-
known four -momentum transfer dependence aris-
ing from the photon propagator. Results from
both 6' and 10' are included in the figure for each
value of W. As S'increases, the q' dependence
appears to decrease. The striking difference
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FIG. 1. (d o/dQdE')/oM «, in GeV, vs q for W
=2, 3, and 3.5 GeV. The lines drawn through the data
are meant to guide the eye. Also shown is the cross
section for elastic &-p scattering divided by OM«„
(do/dD)/oMo«, calculated for t) = 10', using the dipole
form factor. The relatively slow variation with q2 of
the inelastic cross section compared with the elastic
cross section is clearly shown.

between the behavior of the inelastic and elastic
cross sections is also illustrated in Fig. 1, where
the elastic cross section, divided by the Mott
cross section for L9 = 10', is included. The q' de-
pendence of the deep continuum is also consider-

M. Breidenbach et al., PRL 23, 935 (1969).

values for several alternate fits, with different combinations
of theory and data (see below), and an LO fit. For the
central NLO fit, the total χ2 is ≈4700 for 4542 points, or
χ2=datum ¼ 1.04, which is similar to our previous CJ12
analysis [14], even though that fit was to some 500 fewer
points. While the various NLO fits give qualitatively similar
χ2 values, the χ2=datum for the LO fit (∼1.3) is markedly
worse.

A. CJ15 PDFs

The CJ15 PDFs themselves are displayed in Fig. 4 at a
scale of Q2 ¼ 10 GeV2 for the u, d, d̄þ ū, d̄ − ū and s
distributions, and the gluon distribution scaled by a factor
1=10. The central CJ15 PDFs are determined using the
AV18 deuteron wave function and the nucleon off-shell
parametrization in Eq. (15). The parameter values and their
1σ errors for the leading-twist distributions at the input
scale Q2

0 are given in Table II, with the parameters that are
listed without errors fixed by sum rules or other constraints.
(To avoid rounding errors when using these values in
numerical calculations, we give each of the parameter
values and their uncertainties to five significant figures.)
The strange quark PDF is assumed in this analysis to be

proportional to the light antiquark sea in the ratio κ ¼ 0.4
[see Eq. (4)]. To test the sensitivity of our fit to the specific
value of κ, we repeated the analysis varying the strange to
nonstrange quark ratio between 0.3 and 0.5. Within this
range the total χ2 spans between 4704 (κ ¼ 0.3) and 4711
(κ ¼ 0.5), indicating a very weak dependence on κ. This is
not surprising given that our analysis does not include any
data sets that are particularly sensitive to the strange-
quark PDF.

FIG. 2. Comparison of the proton Fp
2 structure function data

from the E00-116 experiment in Jefferson Lab (JLab) Hall C [87]
with the CJ15 fit, as a function of Q2 for fixed scattering angle θ,
with the corresponding x ranges indicated. The data have been
scaled by a factor 2i, from i ¼ 0 for θ ¼ 38° to i ¼ 5 for θ ¼ 70°,
and the PDF uncertainties correspond to a 90% C.L.

FIG. 3. Comparison of the Fn
2=F

d
2 structure function ratio from

the BONuS experiment in Jefferson Lab (JLab) Hall B [21] with
the CJ15 fit, as a function of the invariant mass W2 for fixed Q2,
with the corresponding x ranges indicated (note x decreases with
increasing W2). The data have been scaled by a factor 2i, from
i ¼ 0 for Q2 ¼ 4.0 GeV2 to i ¼ 5 for Q2 ¼ 1.7 GeV2, and the
PDF uncertainties correspond to a 90% C.L.

FIG. 4. Comparison of CJ15 PDFs xfðx;Q2Þ for different
flavors (f ¼ u, d, d̄þ ū, d̄ − ū, s and g=10) at a scale
Q2 ¼ 10 GeV2, with 90% C.L. uncertainty bands. Note the
combined logarithimic/linear scale along the x-axis.
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Fig. 80 The combined HERA data for inclusive CC e+ p and e− p
reduced cross sections at
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s = 318 GeV with overlaid predictions of

HERAPDF2.0 NNLO. The bands represent the total uncertainty on the
predictions
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Fig. 81 The combined HERA data for the inclusive NC e+ p and e− p
reduced cross sections together with fixed-target data [107,108] and
the predictions of HERAPDF2.0 NLO. The bands represent the total
uncertainties on the predictions. Dashed lines indicate extrapolation
into kinematic regions not included in the fit
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Fig. 82 The combined HERA data for the inclusive NC e+ p and e− p
reduced cross sections together with fixed-target data [107,108] and
the predictions of HERAPDF2.0 NNLO. The bands represent the total
uncertainties on the predictions. Dashed lines indicate extrapolation
into kinematic regions not included in the fit
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A successful story of QCD, factorization and evolution!
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Figure 8: Sketch, not to-scale, of kinematical regions of SIDIS in terms of the produced
hadron’s Breit frame rapidity and transverse momentum. In each region, the type of sup-
pression factors that give factorization are shown. (The exact size and shape of each region
may be very different from what is shown and depends on quantities like Q and the hadron
masses.) In the Breit frame, according to Eq. (9.7), partons in the handbag configura-
tion are centered on y ⇡ 0 if �k

2

i
⇡ k

2

f
= O

�
m

2
�
. The shaded regions in the sketch are

shifted somewhat toward the target rapidity yP,b (the vertical dashed line) to account for
the behavior of Eq. (9.1) when zN and xN are small.

R1 ⇡ 0.8 for kaons. If R1 ⇡ 0.8 is taken to be large, then confidence that one is in the
current region deteriorates. The flavor of the final state hadron has little effect on the
transverse momentum hardness, R2, from Eq. (8.16). From Fig. 11 (a) and Fig. 11 (c) flavor
dependence is only noticeable at low Q and even then the effect is small. To summarize,
the produced hadron mass affects collinearity R1 significantly, but does not appear to be a
primary factor in determining transverse hardness R2.

Within a specific example, collinearity R1 and transverse hardness R2 have helped us
to map out the current kinematic region (small R1) and to separate the "small" from the
"large" transverse momentum regions (small R2 vs large R2). The former will reasonably
correspond to a region where we expect TMD factorization to apply, while for the latter
a collinear factorization will be appropriate. At this stage, one might wonder whether
a LO calculation could be enough or whether higher order perturbative corrections are
necessary. This is where R3 comes into the game: large R3 coupled with large R2 signal a
large qT region where presumably higher order pQCD corrections are relevant, while small
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 = PhT / z

•enable us to explore the emergence of color neutral 
hadrons from colored quarks/gluons 

•flavor dependence by selecting different types of 
observed hadrons: pions, kaons, … 

•a large momentum transfer Q provides a short-
distance probe 

•an additional and adjustable momentum scale
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[Figure by Ted Rogers]

The W + Y formalism

J. Collins, L. Gamberg, A. Prokudin, T.C. Rogers, 
N. Sato, B. Wang, Phys. Rev. D 94, 034014 (2016).
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<latexit sha1_base64="NstdQvW66n6vUKz3RHqyNbGZ7G0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NstdQvW66n6vUKz3RHqyNbGZ7G0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NstdQvW66n6vUKz3RHqyNbGZ7G0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NstdQvW66n6vUKz3RHqyNbGZ7G0=">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</latexit>
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Small transverse momentum
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Ph

q

• the hard scale Q localizes the probe to 
“see” quarks and gluons

•the soft scale        is sensitive to the 
confined motion of quarks and gluons

PhT
<latexit sha1_base64="zy1m3zVrzhw7YOXEUHe69W0NR/s=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK/YI2hM120y7dbMLuRCihP8KLB0W8+nu8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63U9rY3NreKe9W9vYPDo+qxycdk2Sa8TZLZKJ7ITVcCsXbKFDyXqo5jUPJu+Hkfu53n7g2IlEtnKbcj+lIiUgwilbqNoN8HLRmQbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAs2g+jUYJiyLuUImqTF9z03Rz6lGwSSfVQaZ4SllEzrifUsVjbnx88W5M3JhlSGJEm1LIVmovydyGhszjUPbGVMcm1VvLv7n9TOMbv1cqDRDrthyUZRJggmZ/06GQnOGcmoJZVrYWwkbU00Z2oQqNgRv9eV10rmqe27de7yuNe6KOMpwBudwCR7cQAMeoAltYDCBZ3iFNyd1Xpx352PZWnKKmVP4A+fzB0QTj4I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zy1m3zVrzhw7YOXEUHe69W0NR/s=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK/YI2hM120y7dbMLuRCihP8KLB0W8+nu8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63U9rY3NreKe9W9vYPDo+qxycdk2Sa8TZLZKJ7ITVcCsXbKFDyXqo5jUPJu+Hkfu53n7g2IlEtnKbcj+lIiUgwilbqNoN8HLRmQbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAs2g+jUYJiyLuUImqTF9z03Rz6lGwSSfVQaZ4SllEzrifUsVjbnx88W5M3JhlSGJEm1LIVmovydyGhszjUPbGVMcm1VvLv7n9TOMbv1cqDRDrthyUZRJggmZ/06GQnOGcmoJZVrYWwkbU00Z2oQqNgRv9eV10rmqe27de7yuNe6KOMpwBudwCR7cQAMeoAltYDCBZ3iFNyd1Xpx352PZWnKKmVP4A+fzB0QTj4I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zy1m3zVrzhw7YOXEUHe69W0NR/s=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK/YI2hM120y7dbMLuRCihP8KLB0W8+nu8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63U9rY3NreKe9W9vYPDo+qxycdk2Sa8TZLZKJ7ITVcCsXbKFDyXqo5jUPJu+Hkfu53n7g2IlEtnKbcj+lIiUgwilbqNoN8HLRmQbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAs2g+jUYJiyLuUImqTF9z03Rz6lGwSSfVQaZ4SllEzrifUsVjbnx88W5M3JhlSGJEm1LIVmovydyGhszjUPbGVMcm1VvLv7n9TOMbv1cqDRDrthyUZRJggmZ/06GQnOGcmoJZVrYWwkbU00Z2oQqNgRv9eV10rmqe27de7yuNe6KOMpwBudwCR7cQAMeoAltYDCBZ3iFNyd1Xpx352PZWnKKmVP4A+fzB0QTj4I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zy1m3zVrzhw7YOXEUHe69W0NR/s=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK/YI2hM120y7dbMLuRCihP8KLB0W8+nu8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63U9rY3NreKe9W9vYPDo+qxycdk2Sa8TZLZKJ7ITVcCsXbKFDyXqo5jUPJu+Hkfu53n7g2IlEtnKbcj+lIiUgwilbqNoN8HLRmQbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAs2g+jUYJiyLuUImqTF9z03Rz6lGwSSfVQaZ4SllEzrifUsVjbnx88W5M3JhlSGJEm1LIVmovydyGhszjUPbGVMcm1VvLv7n9TOMbv1cqDRDrthyUZRJggmZ/06GQnOGcmoJZVrYWwkbU00Z2oQqNgRv9eV10rmqe27de7yuNe6KOMpwBudwCR7cQAMeoAltYDCBZ3iFNyd1Xpx352PZWnKKmVP4A+fzB0QTj4I=</latexit>

•TMD factorization

� / H(Q)⌦ �a/P (x, kT , µ
2)⌦Df!h(z, pT , µ

2)
<latexit sha1_base64="Ie1/6TJoobHobEuq+KarhtOoj24=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ie1/6TJoobHobEuq+KarhtOoj24=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ie1/6TJoobHobEuq+KarhtOoj24=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ie1/6TJoobHobEuq+KarhtOoj24=">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</latexit>

•corrections suppressed by powers of PhT /Q
<latexit sha1_base64="oxWTyTO131VJNK1J1nmrM83BdHI=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU92Vgh6LXjy20C9plyWbZtvQJLskWaEs/RVePCji1Z/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemHCmjet+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzS0XGqCG2TmMeqF2JNOZO0bZjhtJcoikXIaTec3M/97hNVmsWyZaYJ9QUeSRYxgo2VHhtBNg5as6tmUK64VXcBtE68nFQgRyMofw2GMUkFlYZwrHXfcxPjZ1gZRjidlQappgkmEzyifUslFlT72eLgGbqwyhBFsbIlDVqovycyLLSeitB2CmzGetWbi/95/dREt37GZJIaKslyUZRyZGI0/x4NmaLE8KklmChmb0VkjBUmxmZUsiF4qy+vk8511XOrXrNWqd/lcRThDM7hEjy4gTo8QAPaQEDAM7zCm6OcF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AVW3kBY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oxWTyTO131VJNK1J1nmrM83BdHI=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU92Vgh6LXjy20C9plyWbZtvQJLskWaEs/RVePCji1Z/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemHCmjet+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzS0XGqCG2TmMeqF2JNOZO0bZjhtJcoikXIaTec3M/97hNVmsWyZaYJ9QUeSRYxgo2VHhtBNg5as6tmUK64VXcBtE68nFQgRyMofw2GMUkFlYZwrHXfcxPjZ1gZRjidlQappgkmEzyifUslFlT72eLgGbqwyhBFsbIlDVqovycyLLSeitB2CmzGetWbi/95/dREt37GZJIaKslyUZRyZGI0/x4NmaLE8KklmChmb0VkjBUmxmZUsiF4qy+vk8511XOrXrNWqd/lcRThDM7hEjy4gTo8QAPaQEDAM7zCm6OcF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AVW3kBY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oxWTyTO131VJNK1J1nmrM83BdHI=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU92Vgh6LXjy20C9plyWbZtvQJLskWaEs/RVePCji1Z/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemHCmjet+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzS0XGqCG2TmMeqF2JNOZO0bZjhtJcoikXIaTec3M/97hNVmsWyZaYJ9QUeSRYxgo2VHhtBNg5as6tmUK64VXcBtE68nFQgRyMofw2GMUkFlYZwrHXfcxPjZ1gZRjidlQappgkmEzyifUslFlT72eLgGbqwyhBFsbIlDVqovycyLLSeitB2CmzGetWbi/95/dREt37GZJIaKslyUZRyZGI0/x4NmaLE8KklmChmb0VkjBUmxmZUsiF4qy+vk8511XOrXrNWqd/lcRThDM7hEjy4gTo8QAPaQEDAM7zCm6OcF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AVW3kBY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oxWTyTO131VJNK1J1nmrM83BdHI=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU92Vgh6LXjy20C9plyWbZtvQJLskWaEs/RVePCji1Z/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemHCmjet+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzS0XGqCG2TmMeqF2JNOZO0bZjhtJcoikXIaTec3M/97hNVmsWyZaYJ9QUeSRYxgo2VHhtBNg5as6tmUK64VXcBtE68nFQgRyMofw2GMUkFlYZwrHXfcxPjZ1gZRjidlQappgkmEzyifUslFlT72eLgGbqwyhBFsbIlDVqovycyLLSeitB2CmzGetWbi/95/dREt37GZJIaKslyUZRyZGI0/x4NmaLE8KklmChmb0VkjBUmxmZUsiF4qy+vk8511XOrXrNWqd/lcRThDM7hEjy4gTo8QAPaQEDAM7zCm6OcF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AVW3kBY=</latexit>

PhT ⌧ Q
<latexit sha1_base64="zGs6ZcWUZZYJkD+JmW6SHsFVrEk=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68dhCv6ANYbOdtks3m7i7KZTQ3+HFgyJe/THe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFieDauO63s7G5tb2zW9gr7h8cHh2XTk5bOk4VwyaLRaw6IdUouMSm4UZgJ1FIo1BgOxw/zP32BJXmsWyYaYJ+RIeSDzijxkp+LchGQWNGekKQelAquxV3AbJOvJyUIUctKH31+jFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4Ezoq9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP1scPSOXVumTQaxsSUMW6u+JjEZaT6PQdkbUjPSqNxf/87qpGdz5GZdJalCy5aJBKoiJyTwB0ucKmRFTSyhT3N5K2IgqyozNqWhD8FZfXiet64rnVrz6Tbl6n8dRgHO4gCvw4Baq8Ag1aAKDJ3iGV3hzJs6L8+58LFs3nHzmDP7A+fwB5WqRgw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zGs6ZcWUZZYJkD+JmW6SHsFVrEk=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68dhCv6ANYbOdtks3m7i7KZTQ3+HFgyJe/THe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFieDauO63s7G5tb2zW9gr7h8cHh2XTk5bOk4VwyaLRaw6IdUouMSm4UZgJ1FIo1BgOxw/zP32BJXmsWyYaYJ+RIeSDzijxkp+LchGQWNGekKQelAquxV3AbJOvJyUIUctKH31+jFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4Ezoq9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP1scPSOXVumTQaxsSUMW6u+JjEZaT6PQdkbUjPSqNxf/87qpGdz5GZdJalCy5aJBKoiJyTwB0ucKmRFTSyhT3N5K2IgqyozNqWhD8FZfXiet64rnVrz6Tbl6n8dRgHO4gCvw4Baq8Ag1aAKDJ3iGV3hzJs6L8+58LFs3nHzmDP7A+fwB5WqRgw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zGs6ZcWUZZYJkD+JmW6SHsFVrEk=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68dhCv6ANYbOdtks3m7i7KZTQ3+HFgyJe/THe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFieDauO63s7G5tb2zW9gr7h8cHh2XTk5bOk4VwyaLRaw6IdUouMSm4UZgJ1FIo1BgOxw/zP32BJXmsWyYaYJ+RIeSDzijxkp+LchGQWNGekKQelAquxV3AbJOvJyUIUctKH31+jFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4Ezoq9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP1scPSOXVumTQaxsSUMW6u+JjEZaT6PQdkbUjPSqNxf/87qpGdz5GZdJalCy5aJBKoiJyTwB0ucKmRFTSyhT3N5K2IgqyozNqWhD8FZfXiet64rnVrz6Tbl6n8dRgHO4gCvw4Baq8Ag1aAKDJ3iGV3hzJs6L8+58LFs3nHzmDP7A+fwB5WqRgw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zGs6ZcWUZZYJkD+JmW6SHsFVrEk=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68dhCv6ANYbOdtks3m7i7KZTQ3+HFgyJe/THe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFieDauO63s7G5tb2zW9gr7h8cHh2XTk5bOk4VwyaLRaw6IdUouMSm4UZgJ1FIo1BgOxw/zP32BJXmsWyYaYJ+RIeSDzijxkp+LchGQWNGekKQelAquxV3AbJOvJyUIUctKH31+jFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4Ezoq9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP1scPSOXVumTQaxsSUMW6u+JjEZaT6PQdkbUjPSqNxf/87qpGdz5GZdJalCy5aJBKoiJyTwB0ucKmRFTSyhT3N5K2IgqyozNqWhD8FZfXiet64rnVrz6Tbl6n8dRgHO4gCvw4Baq8Ag1aAKDJ3iGV3hzJs6L8+58LFs3nHzmDP7A+fwB5WqRgw==</latexit>

•dominated by the W-term in the 
“W+Y” prescription
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Large transverse momentum
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<latexit sha1_base64="65E6btSFAxyEZG7yOVejuyrKyu0=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVoR6LXjy20C9o1yWbZtvQJLskWaUs/R9ePCji1f/izX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemHCmjet+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzS0XGqCG2TmMeqF2JNOZO0bZjhtJcoikXIaTec3M397iNVmsWyZaYJ9QUeSRYxgo2VHhpBNg5aMzTQTKBmUK64VXcBtE68nFQgRyMofw2GMUkFlYZwrHXfcxPjZ1gZRjidlQappgkmEzyifUslFlT72eLqGbqwyhBFsbIlDVqovycyLLSeitB2CmzGetWbi/95/dREN37GZJIaKslyUZRyZGI0jwANmaLE8KklmChmb0VkjBUmxgZVsiF4qy+vk85V1XOrXvO6Ur/N4yjCGZzDJXhQgzrcQwPaQEDBM7zCm/PkvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD7q8kf4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="65E6btSFAxyEZG7yOVejuyrKyu0=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVoR6LXjy20C9o1yWbZtvQJLskWaUs/R9ePCji1f/izX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemHCmjet+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzS0XGqCG2TmMeqF2JNOZO0bZjhtJcoikXIaTec3M397iNVmsWyZaYJ9QUeSRYxgo2VHhpBNg5aMzTQTKBmUK64VXcBtE68nFQgRyMofw2GMUkFlYZwrHXfcxPjZ1gZRjidlQappgkmEzyifUslFlT72eLqGbqwyhBFsbIlDVqovycyLLSeitB2CmzGetWbi/95/dREN37GZJIaKslyUZRyZGI0jwANmaLE8KklmChmb0VkjBUmxgZVsiF4qy+vk85V1XOrXvO6Ur/N4yjCGZzDJXhQgzrcQwPaQEDBM7zCm/PkvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD7q8kf4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="65E6btSFAxyEZG7yOVejuyrKyu0=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVoR6LXjy20C9o1yWbZtvQJLskWaUs/R9ePCji1f/izX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemHCmjet+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzS0XGqCG2TmMeqF2JNOZO0bZjhtJcoikXIaTec3M397iNVmsWyZaYJ9QUeSRYxgo2VHhpBNg5aMzTQTKBmUK64VXcBtE68nFQgRyMofw2GMUkFlYZwrHXfcxPjZ1gZRjidlQappgkmEzyifUslFlT72eLqGbqwyhBFsbIlDVqovycyLLSeitB2CmzGetWbi/95/dREN37GZJIaKslyUZRyZGI0jwANmaLE8KklmChmb0VkjBUmxgZVsiF4qy+vk85V1XOrXvO6Ur/N4yjCGZzDJXhQgzrcQwPaQEDBM7zCm/PkvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD7q8kf4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="65E6btSFAxyEZG7yOVejuyrKyu0=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVoR6LXjy20C9o1yWbZtvQJLskWaUs/R9ePCji1f/izX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemHCmjet+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzS0XGqCG2TmMeqF2JNOZO0bZjhtJcoikXIaTec3M397iNVmsWyZaYJ9QUeSRYxgo2VHhpBNg5aMzTQTKBmUK64VXcBtE68nFQgRyMofw2GMUkFlYZwrHXfcxPjZ1gZRjidlQappgkmEzyifUslFlT72eLqGbqwyhBFsbIlDVqovycyLLSeitB2CmzGetWbi/95/dREN37GZJIaKslyUZRyZGI0jwANmaLE8KklmChmb0VkjBUmxgZVsiF4qy+vk85V1XOrXvO6Ur/N4yjCGZzDJXhQgzrcQwPaQEDBM7zCm/PkvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD7q8kf4=</latexit>

•dominated by a single hard scale

•not sensitive to the active parton’s 
transverse momentum kT or pT

•described by collinear factorization

� / H(Q,PhT )⌦ �a/P (x, µ
2)⌦Df!h(z, µ

2)
<latexit sha1_base64="zM5DtCLIGWAlDkYoRhfwrjN0Zik=">AAACPHicbVBLSwMxGMz6rPVV9eglWIQKUneLoMeiHnqsaK3QrUs2zXZDk82SZMW67A/z4o/w5smLB0W8ejatCz7qQGCY+T6+zPgxo0rb9qM1NT0zOzdfWCguLi2vrJbW1i+USCQmLSyYkJc+UoTRiLQ01YxcxpIg7jPS9gfHI799TaSiIjrXw5h0OepHNKAYaSN5pTNX0T5H0I2liLWAjcrpbtNLQ+8824Gu0JQTZcyQeinaa2aVm12XJ1e1b+/ESwPXLIZZ5Tb3vFLZrtpjwEni5KQMcjS90oPbEzjhJNKYIaU6jh3rboqkppiRrOgmisQID1CfdAyNkDncTcfhM7htlB4MhDQv0nCs/txIEVdqyH0zyZEO1V9vJP7ndRIdHHZTGsWJJhH+OhQkDJqwoyZhj0qCNRsagrCk5q8Qh0girE3fRVOC8zfyJLmoVR276pzul+tHeR0FsAm2QAU44ADUQQM0QQtgcAeewAt4te6tZ+vNev8anbLynQ3wC9bHJ02VrOw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zM5DtCLIGWAlDkYoRhfwrjN0Zik=">AAACPHicbVBLSwMxGMz6rPVV9eglWIQKUneLoMeiHnqsaK3QrUs2zXZDk82SZMW67A/z4o/w5smLB0W8ejatCz7qQGCY+T6+zPgxo0rb9qM1NT0zOzdfWCguLi2vrJbW1i+USCQmLSyYkJc+UoTRiLQ01YxcxpIg7jPS9gfHI799TaSiIjrXw5h0OepHNKAYaSN5pTNX0T5H0I2liLWAjcrpbtNLQ+8824Gu0JQTZcyQeinaa2aVm12XJ1e1b+/ESwPXLIZZ5Tb3vFLZrtpjwEni5KQMcjS90oPbEzjhJNKYIaU6jh3rboqkppiRrOgmisQID1CfdAyNkDncTcfhM7htlB4MhDQv0nCs/txIEVdqyH0zyZEO1V9vJP7ndRIdHHZTGsWJJhH+OhQkDJqwoyZhj0qCNRsagrCk5q8Qh0girE3fRVOC8zfyJLmoVR276pzul+tHeR0FsAm2QAU44ADUQQM0QQtgcAeewAt4te6tZ+vNev8anbLynQ3wC9bHJ02VrOw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zM5DtCLIGWAlDkYoRhfwrjN0Zik=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zM5DtCLIGWAlDkYoRhfwrjN0Zik=">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</latexit>

•corrections suppressed by           or1/P 2
hT

<latexit sha1_base64="n4fe+i01/aTo52yCWi62UOrMRXg=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU02KoMeiF48V2lpIY9hsN+3SzW7Y3Qgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5UcqZNq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRV8tMEdohkkvVi7CmnAnaMcxw2ksVxUnE6UM0vp35D09UaSZF20xSGiR4KFjMCDZW8r2LVpiPwvb0sRFWa27dnQOtEq8gNSjQCqtf/YEkWUKFIRxr7XtuaoIcK8MIp9NKP9M0xWSMh9S3VOCE6iCfnzxFZ1YZoFgqW8Kgufp7IseJ1pMksp0JNiO97M3E/zw/M/F1kDORZoYKslgUZxwZiWb/owFTlBg+sQQTxeytiIywwsTYlCo2BG/55VXSbdQ9t+7dX9aaN0UcZTiBUzgHD66gCXfQgg4QkPAMr/DmGOfFeXc+Fq0lp5g5hj9wPn8ATTCQmg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n4fe+i01/aTo52yCWi62UOrMRXg=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU02KoMeiF48V2lpIY9hsN+3SzW7Y3Qgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5UcqZNq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRV8tMEdohkkvVi7CmnAnaMcxw2ksVxUnE6UM0vp35D09UaSZF20xSGiR4KFjMCDZW8r2LVpiPwvb0sRFWa27dnQOtEq8gNSjQCqtf/YEkWUKFIRxr7XtuaoIcK8MIp9NKP9M0xWSMh9S3VOCE6iCfnzxFZ1YZoFgqW8Kgufp7IseJ1pMksp0JNiO97M3E/zw/M/F1kDORZoYKslgUZxwZiWb/owFTlBg+sQQTxeytiIywwsTYlCo2BG/55VXSbdQ9t+7dX9aaN0UcZTiBUzgHD66gCXfQgg4QkPAMr/DmGOfFeXc+Fq0lp5g5hj9wPn8ATTCQmg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n4fe+i01/aTo52yCWi62UOrMRXg=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU02KoMeiF48V2lpIY9hsN+3SzW7Y3Qgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5UcqZNq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRV8tMEdohkkvVi7CmnAnaMcxw2ksVxUnE6UM0vp35D09UaSZF20xSGiR4KFjMCDZW8r2LVpiPwvb0sRFWa27dnQOtEq8gNSjQCqtf/YEkWUKFIRxr7XtuaoIcK8MIp9NKP9M0xWSMh9S3VOCE6iCfnzxFZ1YZoFgqW8Kgufp7IseJ1pMksp0JNiO97M3E/zw/M/F1kDORZoYKslgUZxwZiWb/owFTlBg+sQQTxeytiIywwsTYlCo2BG/55VXSbdQ9t+7dX9aaN0UcZTiBUzgHD66gCXfQgg4QkPAMr/DmGOfFeXc+Fq0lp5g5hj9wPn8ATTCQmg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n4fe+i01/aTo52yCWi62UOrMRXg=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU02KoMeiF48V2lpIY9hsN+3SzW7Y3Qgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5UcqZNq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRV8tMEdohkkvVi7CmnAnaMcxw2ksVxUnE6UM0vp35D09UaSZF20xSGiR4KFjMCDZW8r2LVpiPwvb0sRFWa27dnQOtEq8gNSjQCqtf/YEkWUKFIRxr7XtuaoIcK8MIp9NKP9M0xWSMh9S3VOCE6iCfnzxFZ1YZoFgqW8Kgufp7IseJ1pMksp0JNiO97M3E/zw/M/F1kDORZoYKslgUZxwZiWb/owFTlBg+sQQTxeytiIywwsTYlCo2BG/55VXSbdQ9t+7dX9aaN0UcZTiBUzgHD66gCXfQgg4QkPAMr/DmGOfFeXc+Fq0lp5g5hj9wPn8ATTCQmg==</latexit>

1/Q2
<latexit sha1_base64="9HtJsnAUxTFri0smwMMFHh163lg=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU02KoMeiF48tmFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboRS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopZNMMfRZIhLVDqlGwSX6hhuB7VQhjUOBD+HoduY/PKHSPJH3ZpxiENOB5BFn1FjJ9y6aj7VeueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjV75q9tPWBajNExQrTuem5pgQpXhTOC01M00ppSN6AA7lkoaow4m82On5MwqfRIlypY0ZK7+npjQWOtxHNrOmJqhXvZm4n9eJzPRdTDhMs0MSrZYFGWCmITMPid9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2HxKNgRv+eVV0qpVPbfqNS8r9Zs8jiKcwCmcgwdXUIc7aIAPDDg8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8frOiN7Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9HtJsnAUxTFri0smwMMFHh163lg=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU02KoMeiF48tmFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboRS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopZNMMfRZIhLVDqlGwSX6hhuB7VQhjUOBD+HoduY/PKHSPJH3ZpxiENOB5BFn1FjJ9y6aj7VeueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjV75q9tPWBajNExQrTuem5pgQpXhTOC01M00ppSN6AA7lkoaow4m82On5MwqfRIlypY0ZK7+npjQWOtxHNrOmJqhXvZm4n9eJzPRdTDhMs0MSrZYFGWCmITMPid9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2HxKNgRv+eVV0qpVPbfqNS8r9Zs8jiKcwCmcgwdXUIc7aIAPDDg8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8frOiN7Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9HtJsnAUxTFri0smwMMFHh163lg=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU02KoMeiF48tmFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboRS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopZNMMfRZIhLVDqlGwSX6hhuB7VQhjUOBD+HoduY/PKHSPJH3ZpxiENOB5BFn1FjJ9y6aj7VeueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjV75q9tPWBajNExQrTuem5pgQpXhTOC01M00ppSN6AA7lkoaow4m82On5MwqfRIlypY0ZK7+npjQWOtxHNrOmJqhXvZm4n9eJzPRdTDhMs0MSrZYFGWCmITMPid9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2HxKNgRv+eVV0qpVPbfqNS8r9Zs8jiKcwCmcgwdXUIc7aIAPDDg8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8frOiN7Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9HtJsnAUxTFri0smwMMFHh163lg=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU02KoMeiF48tmFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboRS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopZNMMfRZIhLVDqlGwSX6hhuB7VQhjUOBD+HoduY/PKHSPJH3ZpxiENOB5BFn1FjJ9y6aj7VeueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjV75q9tPWBajNExQrTuem5pgQpXhTOC01M00ppSN6AA7lkoaow4m82On5MwqfRIlypY0ZK7+npjQWOtxHNrOmJqhXvZm4n9eJzPRdTDhMs0MSrZYFGWCmITMPid9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2HxKNgRv+eVV0qpVPbfqNS8r9Zs8jiKcwCmcgwdXUIc7aIAPDDg8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8frOiN7Q==</latexit>

•dominated by the fixed-order (FO) term 
in the “W+Y” prescription
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Recent global analyses using W-term only
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About an order of magnitude discrepancy between data and theory
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Challenge at Large Transverse Momentum
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QCD factorization — a leading power approximation

corrections are formally suppressed by inverse powers of large momentum scale
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regions.
For the production of a positively charged hadron in

SIDIS, such as ⇡+, producing a quark-antiquark pair
at high PhT , as sketched in Fig. 2 (right), is certainly
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FIG. 2. Sample partonic channels for leading power (left) and
next-to-leading power (right) contributions to lepton-hadron
semi-inclusive DIS.

suppressed in comparison with the production of a sin-
gle quark or antiquark at the same PhT , as shown in
Fig. 2 (left). However, a quark-antiquark pair with the
right quantum number, e.g., ud̄ for ⇡+, could be much
more likely to become the measured meson than a single
quark or antiquark through the fragmentation process
when the phase space for the radiation is vanishing and
the multiplicity for the events is low. For example, when
zh ! 1, the factorized LP contribution to ⇡+ production
in Eq. (1) is suppressed by powers of (1�z) from the FFs
with z ⇠ zh, and the factorizable NLP contribution, as
we show in this paper, could have the leading transition
from ud̄ to ⇡+ to be proportional to �(1 � z) without
the power suppression in (1 � z). While the production
of the ud̄ pair is suppressed by inverse powers of PhT ,
as we will demonstrate below, the trade o↵ between the
1/P 2

hT
suppressed hard parts at the NLP and the power

suppressed FFs at the LP could make the formally power
suppressed contributions to the SIDIS cross section very
important for low multiplicity events.

In this paper, we investigate the NLP corrections to
SIDIS production of charged mesons near the thresh-
old, where PhT ⇠ Q and zh ! 1, in terms of QCD
collinear factorization approach. Instead of calculating
all possible corrections at the NLP, we focus on the par-
tonic subprocesses that could have the best chance to
compete with the better studied LP contribution, and
more specifically, we calculate the LO perturbative con-
tribution in ↵s to the production of a quark-antiquark
pair that have the right flavor combination of the ob-
served mesons. In order to demonstrate the impact of the
power corrections, quantitatively, we estimate the lead-
ing quark-antiquark pair FFs to a charged meson, which
is proportional to �(1 � z), in terms of the better-known
light-cone meson distribution amplitude square, by ne-
glecting contributions suppressed by powers of (1 � z).
We find that the NLP corrections to SIDIS are extremely
important for the production of charged mesons when the
final-state multiplicity is low and the production kine-
matics is near the edge of phase space. Our finding
warrants a much more detailed study of power correc-
tions to the SIDIS cross section near the edge of phase

space where the hadron multiplicity is very low, which
provides a unique opportunity to explore the mechanism
of hadronization and color neutralization in QCD – the
emergence of hadrons from produced quarks and gluons
in high energy collisions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,
we introduce the factorization formalism for SIDIS to the
accuracy of NLP, provide a leading order calculation of
the short-distance hard parts at the NLP from the chan-
nels in which a quark-antiquark pair is produced with
the same flavor combination of the valence content of the
observed meson, and derive an approximate relation be-
tween the quark-antiquark FFs to a meson and the square
of distribution amplitudes of the same meson. In Sec. III,
we show our numerical estimation of the size of the power
corrections in comparison to the size of the LP contribu-
tion, quantitatively. Contributions from channels other
than the direct production one are discussed in Sec. IV.
Finally, conclusions and outlooks are given in Sec. V.

II. NEXT-TO-LEADING POWER

CONTRIBUTION TO SIDIS

With e↵ectively one large momentum scale, PhT ⇠

Q � ⇤QCD observed, SIDIS cross section with a large
PhT hadron could be factorized in terms of the QCD
collinear factorization approach. With two identified
hadrons, the initial-state hadron and the observed final-
state hadron, only the leading and the first subleading
power contributions to the SIDIS cross sections, in terms
of the inverse power expansion of the observed large mo-
mentum transfer, are perturbatively factorizable, similar
to the collinear factorization for inclusive Drell-Yan cross
sections [21]. In general, the sub-leading power contribu-
tions are much smaller comparing to the LP contributions
because of the power suppression of the observed large
momentum scale for the short-distance hard part, unless
they can get enhancement from the hadronization [22–
24], su�cient corrections to a steeply falling spectrum
near the edge of available phase space [25, 26], or the mul-
tiple scattering in a large size and/or dense medium [27–
29]. Here, we consider possible enhancements from both
the hadronization and the steep falling spectrum near the
edge of phase space.

A. The factorization formalism

With the approximation of one-photon exchange, as
shown in Fig. 1, the leptonic contributions to the SIDIS
cross section is well-understood and well-defined. In
the rest of this paper, we present our calculations in
terms of scattering of a virtual photon �⇤ of momen-
tum q with Q2 = �q2 > 0 on a hadron A of momen-
tum P to produce a charged hadron h of momentum
Ph: �⇤(q) + A(P ) ! h(Ph) + X. The corresponding for-
malisms can also cover the situation of photoproduction

soft pions …

Need large enough phase space to shower
Sufficiently high multiplicity

Near the edge of phase space — large PhT, large zh? 
Low multiplicity?
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FIG. 8. Feynman diagram representation of the single-parton
FFs to a ⇡+ meson via an intermediate ud̄ pair.

right-hand-side of Eq. (44) is power suppressed by 1/µ2,
its contribution to the physical observables, such as the
SIDIS cross section in Eq. (3), does not vanish as 1/PhT

since it contributes to the slope of Df!h, not the Df!h

itself [23, 33, 34]. That is, in order to understand the true
impact of the NLP contribution to the SIDIS, we need
to do a simultaneous QCD global fitting of PDFs and
FFs [35], together with double-parton FFs if one wants
to include the COMPASS data or other data near the
edge of phase space.

To avoid the di�culty of having too many double-
parton FFs, as the leading approximation, it might be
practical for now to make the “valence quark” approxi-
mation to keep the quark-antiquark flavors - [ff 0()] in
both the cross section calculations and evolution equa-
tions to be the same as the valence quark flavors of the
observed meson. That is, for the double-parton fragmen-
tation functions, we ignore the contributions from the
double-parton FFs in Fig. 7, while keeping the contribu-
tions from the diagrams in Fig. 6.

To close this section, we estimate the NLP contribu-
tion to charged pion and kaon productions in upcom-
ing SIDIS experiments at Je↵erson Lab (JLab), which
have much lower collision energies than what COMPASS
had, and thus, should have much less high multiplicity
events. Therefore, the impact of the NLP contribution
at JLab kinematics could be more significant than that at
COMPASS kinematics. In Fig. 9, we present our calcu-

FIG. 9. Di↵erential multiplicities at JLab kinematics:
Ebeam = 11GeV, Q2 = 3GeV2, xB = 0.2, and zh = 0.7.

lated di↵erential multiplicities, defined in Eq. (41), for
both pion and kaon production in SIDIS experiments
with a typical kinematics at JLab. We show the LP
(dashed), NLP (dot-dashed) and LP+NLP (solid) contri-

butions, respectively. As expected, the NLP term dom-
inates large-PhT region, due to the strong (1 � z)-power
suppression from the single-parton FFs to the LP con-
tribution, even though the NLP contribution is formally
suppressed by extra power of 1/PhT . To make this point
even more quantitative and transparent, we plot the frac-
tional contribution to the di↵erential multiplicity from
the LP (dashed) and NLP (dot-dashed) in the lower pan-
els, respectively.

FIG. 10. Rapidity distributions of LP and NLP contributions
at JLab kinematics: Ebeam = 11GeV, Q2 = 3GeV2, xB =
0.2, and PhT = 1.0GeV.

In addition to the PhT dependence, the NLP contribu-
tion has di↵erent rapidity distributions from that of the
LP contribution. In Fig. 10, we show the LP, NLP and
LP+NLP contributions separately as a function of the
rapidity yh of the measured charged meson. The rapid-
ity yh is defined in the photon-target collinear frame with
virtual photon momentum q = (�Q/

p
2, Q/

p
2,0?). As

expected, the NLP contribution favors more negative ra-
pidity, which corresponds to larger zh regime where the
LP contribution is suppressed by powers of (1 � z) from
its single-parton FFs. Because the phase space for the
produced partons to radiate to light hadrons is smaller
at JLab energies, the NLP contribution is sizable, about
20%, even in the mid-rapidity region comparing with the
LP contribution. Therefore, more detailed studies of the
NLP corrections are urgent for upcoming SIDIS experi-
ments at JLab.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the first calculations of power cor-
rections to charged meson productions in SIDIS at large
transverse momentum, PhT ⇠ Q � ⇤QCD, in terms of
the QCD collinear factorization formalism. We found
that the power corrections are very important for the
events near the edge of phase space where the hadron
multiplicity is low, and zh ! 1 and PhT is large.

By expanding the SIDIS cross section in terms of the
inverse power of the observed large momentum scale,
1/PhT or 1/Q, we perturbatively factorized the leading
and the first subleading power contributions into short-
distance hard parts and corresponding nonperturbative

Du!⇡+(z)
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FIG. 1: The individual FFs for positively charged pions zDπ+

i (z,Q2) at Q2 = 10GeV2 along with uncertainty estimates at
68% and 90% C.L. indicated by the inner and outer shaded bands, respectively. The panels on the right-hand-side show the
corresponding relative uncertainties. Also shown is a comparison to the previous global analysis by DSS [10] (dashed lines).

mum zDπ+

i at NLO accuracy for i = u+ ū, d+ d̄, ū = d,
s = s̄, c = c̄, and the gluon g (solid lines) along with our
uncertainty estimates at 68% C.L. (inner bands) and 90%
C.L. (outer bands), obtained as described in Sec. II C.
For better visibility, the rightmost panels give the rela-
tive uncertainties for the same set of zDπ+

i . The results
of the previous NLO DSS fit are shown as dashed lines.
As can be inferred from Fig. 1, for the light quark fla-

vors the old DSS results are either close to the updated
fit or within its 90% C.L. uncertainty band. The best
determined pion FFs is Dπ+

u+ū, where the relative uncer-
tainties are below 10% at 90% C.L. throughout most of
the relevant z range. Only for z ! 0.8 the errors rapidly
increase because of the lack of experimental constraints
in this region. The corresponding uncertainties for Dπ+

d+d̄
turn out to be slightly larger as they also include possi-
ble violations of SU(2) charge symmetry through Eq. (3).
We stress again, that at variance with the DSS analysis
[10], the new fit does not favor any SU(2) breaking. For

the unfavored FFs, Dπ+

ū = Dπ+

d are determined well in a
much more limited range of z, and uncertainties start to
increase already for z ! 0.5. The corresponding ambigu-
ities on Dπ+

s = Dπ+

s̄ are about a factor of two larger and
amount to at least 25% at 90% C.L. for z ≃ 0.3.
Bigger deviations from the DSS analysis are found for

both the gluon and the charm FFs. In the latter case,
this is driven by the greater flexibility of the functional
form, five fit parameters rather than three, which helps

with the overall quality of the global fit and cannot be
pin-pointed to a particular data set. In fact, there had
been no new charm (or bottom) tagged data since the

LEP and SLAC era. The significantly reduced Dπ+

g as
compared to the DSS fit is a result of the new Alice pp
data [32], which have a strong preference for less pions
from gluon fragmentation for basically all values of z.
We will discuss this finding, and possible tensions arising
with the pp data from RHIC, in more detail in Sec. III D.
The relative uncertainties on Dπ+

g at Q2 = 10GeV2 are
about 20% at 90% C.L. up to z ≃ 0.5 and quickly increase
towards larger z values.

We refrain from performing a detailed comparison to
the uncertainty estimates based on the data sets avail-
able for the original DSS analysis [10, 26] as they can be
viewed at best as a rough approximation. Only with the
quality and variety of data sets available for the current
global analysis one can arrive at a first meaningful deter-
mination of uncertainties for parton-to-pion FFs, which
therefore constitutes as one of the main results of this
study.

We note that the new very precise SIA data from
BaBar [28] and Belle [29] help to reliably constrain
light quark FFs to much higher values of z than before,
in particular, Dπ+

u+ū. In combination with the LEP and
SLAC data, which, at Q2 = M2

Z , mainly constrain the to-
tal quark singlet fragmentation function, the new precise
data at

√
S ≃ 10.5GeV also help to provide some partial

D. de Florian, R. Sassot, M. Epele, R.J. Hernández-
Pinto, M. Stratmann, PRD 91, 014035 (2015).
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A remarkable feature of the distributions shown in Figs. 9,
10 and 11 is their perturbative convergence. While LO and
NLO distributions can in some cases differ by more than
one standard deviation (see for example Dh

u+ for the three
hadronic species in the medium-/large-z region), the differ-
ences between NLO and NNLO FFs are small. This is con-
sistent with the perturbative convergence of the global χ2

discussed in Sect. 5.1.

A further noticeable aspect of the comparison in Figs. 9,
10 and 11 is related to the size of the FF uncertainties. While
the NLO and NNLO uncertainties are similar in size, the LO
uncertainty bands are in general visibly larger, particularly
those of the gluon FFs. This was expected because LO pre-
dictions for SIA data are only indirectly sensitive to the gluon
FF through DGLAP evolution. This entails a broadening of
the uncertainties of all FFs due to the cross-talk induced by
DGLAP evolution.

123

NNFF1.0

V. Bertone, S. Carrazza, N.P. Hartland, E.R. 
Nocera, J. Rojo, EPJC 77, 516 (2017).
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FIG. 2. Comparison of the light and strange sea quark PDFs
in the JAM19 analysis (red lines) with fits excluding SIDIS
and SIA data (yellow lines) at the input scale.
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(for g and u+) and K+ mesons (for g, u+, d+ and s+) with
results of fits without SIDIS data (yellow lines) and from
the DSS [48] (blue dashed) and HKNS [49] (green dotted)
parametrizations at the input scale.

The most striking result of our analysis is that the
strange quark PDF is significantly reduced compared
with that reported by ATLAS [18, 19] and the CSKK
fit [27]. For the strange to nonstrange ratio, we find
Rs ⇡ 0.2�0.3 at x ⇠ 0.02, in contrast to values of Rs ⇠ 1
inferred from the ATLAS data, and closer to those ex-
tracted from neutrino experiments. The most significant
source of the strange suppression is the SIDIS and SIA
K production data, as Fig. 2 illustrates. Without these
data, the s+ PDF is poorly constrained, in contrast to the
light flavor sea, which is not strongly a↵ected by the ⇡ or
K SIDIS multiplicities. Consequently, while the ratio Rs

varies over a large range without SIDIS (and SIA) data,
and at low x is compatible with Rs ⇠ 1, once those data
are included its spread becomes dramatically reduced.

The vital role played by the SIDIS and SIA measure-
ments can be better appreciated from the FFs, shown
in Fig. 3, where we compare the full results with those

FIG. 4. Ratio of data to theory for SIA e+e� ! K±X cross
sections versus zh from ALEPH [65] and SLD [62] and for
semi-inclusive K� production from COMPASS [43] at xBj be-
tween ⇡ 0.02 and 0.25 for the Q2 ranges indicated (in GeV2).
The red lines correspond to the best solutions selected by
the k-means algorithm (the points are averages of the repli-
cas illustrated by the lines), while the yellow lines correspond

to unfavored solutions with smaller DK±

s+ (z) and larger s(x).
The data/theory spectra are scattered around 1.0, and the
distance between the vertical tick marks is 0.5.

constrained only by SIA data, and with some common
FF parametrizations [48, 49]. Since the SIA data alone
cannot discriminate between q and q̄ fragmentation, we
show the FFs for q+ ! ⇡+,K+. While the pion FFs
are generally in better agreement, the kaon FFs display
more variation. Our full fits reflect the standard hierar-
chy of the favored and unfavored fragmentation, with the
s+ ! K+ FF larger than the u+

! K+, which in turn
is larger than the unfavored d+ ! K+.

In contrast, for the SIA-only fits the unfavored DK+

d+

includes solutions with both soft and hard shapes, the
latter being correlated with a small s̄ ! DK+

fragmen-
tation. In Ref. [35] the FFs were constrained also by
light-flavor tagged SIA data, which are not included here
because of potential bias from their reliance on Monte
Carlo simulations. Instead, we find that the combination
of SIDIS and SIA data forces the favoredDK+

s̄ to be large
at high z, comparable to the DSS fit [48].
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are generally in better agreement, the kaon FFs display
more variation. Our full fits reflect the standard hierar-
chy of the favored and unfavored fragmentation, with the
s+ ! K+ FF larger than the u+

! K+, which in turn
is larger than the unfavored d+ ! K+.

In contrast, for the SIA-only fits the unfavored DK+

d+

includes solutions with both soft and hard shapes, the
latter being correlated with a small s̄ ! DK+

fragmen-
tation. In Ref. [35] the FFs were constrained also by
light-flavor tagged SIA data, which are not included here
because of potential bias from their reliance on Monte
Carlo simulations. Instead, we find that the combination
of SIDIS and SIA data forces the favoredDK+

s̄ to be large
at high z, comparable to the DSS fit [48].
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Parton to kaon FFs

present the optimum fit parameters, normalization shifts,
and the individual χ2 values of each data set. Next, the
newly obtained DKþ

i ðz;Q2Þ and their uncertainty estimates
are shown and compared to the results of the previous DSS
07 fit. The quality of the fit to SIA, SIDIS, and pp data and
potential open issues and tensions among the different sets
of data are illustrated and discussed in Secs. III B, III C,
and III D, respectively.

A. Parton-to-kaon fragmentation functions

In Table II we list the obtained set of parameters in
Eq. (1) specifying our updated, optimum parton-to-kaon
fragmentation functions at NLO accuracy at the input scale
Q0 ¼ 1 GeV for the light quark flavors and the gluon, and
for the charm and bottom quarks at their respective mass
thresholds Q0 ¼ mc;b. The new NLO FFs DKþ

i ðz;Q2Þ,
evolved to two different values of Q2, are shown as a
function of z in Figs. 1 and 2 along with our estimates of

uncertainties at both 68% and 90% confidence level (C.L.)
and the results from our previous DSS 07 fit [3]. As can be
inferred from the figures, the FFs for most flavors are either
close to the updated fit or within its 90% C.L. uncertainty
band; one should recall that only data with z ≥ 0.1 are
included in our analysis [z ≥ 0.2 for BABAR]. For some
flavors i and regions of z there are, however, sizable
differences. They are most noticeable for DKþ

uþū and the
unfavored FF DKþ

ū below z≃ 0.5, for DKþ
cþc̄ at large z, and

for the gluon-to-kaon FF around z≃ 0.4. Even though the
energy-momentum sum rule is not a viable constraint on
the parameter space of the fitted FFs due to the singular
behavior of the timelike evolution kernels at values of z
much below the cut at around 0.1 (see, e.g., Refs. [27,28]),
we have verified that it is not violated for each flavor i in the
sum of charged and neutral kaons and pions with the latter
numbers being taken from the DSS 14 analysis [17].
The differences with respect to the DSS 07 results are

mainly driven by the newly added Belle and BABAR data at
high z, by the z − x projections of the multiplicities both
from Hermes [21] and Compass [24], and by the K−=Kþ

ratios measured in pp collisions by Star [26]. All these sets
provide sensitivity to the flavor separation of the parton-to-
kaon FFs that was not available in the DSS 07 analysis, and
in the global fit all FFs have to adjust accordingly. It is
worth noticing that the total strange quark FF DKþ

sþs̄, which
plays an important role in determinations of the strangeness
helicity distribution [5], is always somewhat smaller than
the corresponding DSS 07 result, but the differences are
within the 90% C.L. uncertainty band for z≳ 0.1. In spite
of the much improved experimental information, no evi-
dence of a flavor symmetry breaking between the
unfavored FFs is found. A single parametrization for

TABLE II. Parameters describing the NLO FFs for positively
charged kaons, DKþ

i ðz; Q0Þ, in Eq. (1) in the MS scheme at the
input scale Q0 ¼ 1 GeV. Results for the charm and bottom
FFs refer to Q0 ¼ mc ¼ 1.43 GeV and Q0 ¼ mb ¼ 4.3 GeV,
respectively.

Flavor i Ni αi βi γi δi

uþ ū 0.0663 −0.486 0.098 10.85 1.826
sþ s̄ 0.2319 2.745 2.867 59.07 7.421
ū ¼ d ¼ d̄ ¼ s 0.0059 3.657 12.62 59.07 7.409
cþ c̄ 0.1255 −0.941 2.145 0.0 0.0
bþ b̄ 0.0643 −0.941 5.221 0.0 0.0
g 0.0283 13.60 12.62 0.0 0.0
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FIG. 1. The individual FFs for positively charged kaons
zDKþ

i ðz; Q2Þ at Q2 ¼ 10 GeV2 (solid lines) along with uncer-
tainty estimates at 68% and 90% C.L. indicated by the inner and
outer shaded bands, respectively. Also shown is a comparison to
our previous DSS 07 global analysis [3] (dashed lines).
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5.2.2 Comparison with other FF sets

We now compare our FFs to the most recent determinations
available in the literature, namely the DEHSS [17,18] and the
JAM [20] sets. The HKKS sets [19] mentioned in Sect. 2.1

were also recently presented but were not intended to be
publicly released [99]. Since these analyses were performed
only for pions and kaons at NLO, we limit the comparison
to these hadronic species and this perturbative order. Such a
comparison is shown in Figs. 12 and 13 at Q = 10 GeV in
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FIG. 2. Comparison of the light and strange sea quark PDFs
in the JAM19 analysis (red lines) with fits excluding SIDIS
and SIA data (yellow lines) at the input scale.
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FIG. 3. Comparison of the JAM19 FFs (red bands) into ⇡+

(for g and u+) and K+ mesons (for g, u+, d+ and s+) with
results of fits without SIDIS data (yellow lines) and from
the DSS [48] (blue dashed) and HKNS [49] (green dotted)
parametrizations at the input scale.

The most striking result of our analysis is that the
strange quark PDF is significantly reduced compared
with that reported by ATLAS [18, 19] and the CSKK
fit [27]. For the strange to nonstrange ratio, we find
Rs ⇡ 0.2�0.3 at x ⇠ 0.02, in contrast to values of Rs ⇠ 1
inferred from the ATLAS data, and closer to those ex-
tracted from neutrino experiments. The most significant
source of the strange suppression is the SIDIS and SIA
K production data, as Fig. 2 illustrates. Without these
data, the s+ PDF is poorly constrained, in contrast to the
light flavor sea, which is not strongly a↵ected by the ⇡ or
K SIDIS multiplicities. Consequently, while the ratio Rs

varies over a large range without SIDIS (and SIA) data,
and at low x is compatible with Rs ⇠ 1, once those data
are included its spread becomes dramatically reduced.

The vital role played by the SIDIS and SIA measure-
ments can be better appreciated from the FFs, shown
in Fig. 3, where we compare the full results with those

FIG. 4. Ratio of data to theory for SIA e+e� ! K±X cross
sections versus zh from ALEPH [65] and SLD [62] and for
semi-inclusive K� production from COMPASS [43] at xBj be-
tween ⇡ 0.02 and 0.25 for the Q2 ranges indicated (in GeV2).
The red lines correspond to the best solutions selected by
the k-means algorithm (the points are averages of the repli-
cas illustrated by the lines), while the yellow lines correspond

to unfavored solutions with smaller DK±

s+ (z) and larger s(x).
The data/theory spectra are scattered around 1.0, and the
distance between the vertical tick marks is 0.5.

constrained only by SIA data, and with some common
FF parametrizations [48, 49]. Since the SIA data alone
cannot discriminate between q and q̄ fragmentation, we
show the FFs for q+ ! ⇡+,K+. While the pion FFs
are generally in better agreement, the kaon FFs display
more variation. Our full fits reflect the standard hierar-
chy of the favored and unfavored fragmentation, with the
s+ ! K+ FF larger than the u+

! K+, which in turn
is larger than the unfavored d+ ! K+.

In contrast, for the SIA-only fits the unfavored DK+

d+

includes solutions with both soft and hard shapes, the
latter being correlated with a small s̄ ! DK+

fragmen-
tation. In Ref. [35] the FFs were constrained also by
light-flavor tagged SIA data, which are not included here
because of potential bias from their reliance on Monte
Carlo simulations. Instead, we find that the combination
of SIDIS and SIA data forces the favoredDK+

s̄ to be large
at high z, comparable to the DSS fit [48].
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fit [27]. For the strange to nonstrange ratio, we find
Rs ⇡ 0.2�0.3 at x ⇠ 0.02, in contrast to values of Rs ⇠ 1
inferred from the ATLAS data, and closer to those ex-
tracted from neutrino experiments. The most significant
source of the strange suppression is the SIDIS and SIA
K production data, as Fig. 2 illustrates. Without these
data, the s+ PDF is poorly constrained, in contrast to the
light flavor sea, which is not strongly a↵ected by the ⇡ or
K SIDIS multiplicities. Consequently, while the ratio Rs

varies over a large range without SIDIS (and SIA) data,
and at low x is compatible with Rs ⇠ 1, once those data
are included its spread becomes dramatically reduced.

The vital role played by the SIDIS and SIA measure-
ments can be better appreciated from the FFs, shown
in Fig. 3, where we compare the full results with those

FIG. 4. Ratio of data to theory for SIA e+e� ! K±X cross
sections versus zh from ALEPH [65] and SLD [62] and for
semi-inclusive K� production from COMPASS [43] at xBj be-
tween ⇡ 0.02 and 0.25 for the Q2 ranges indicated (in GeV2).
The red lines correspond to the best solutions selected by
the k-means algorithm (the points are averages of the repli-
cas illustrated by the lines), while the yellow lines correspond

to unfavored solutions with smaller DK±

s+ (z) and larger s(x).
The data/theory spectra are scattered around 1.0, and the
distance between the vertical tick marks is 0.5.

constrained only by SIA data, and with some common
FF parametrizations [48, 49]. Since the SIA data alone
cannot discriminate between q and q̄ fragmentation, we
show the FFs for q+ ! ⇡+,K+. While the pion FFs
are generally in better agreement, the kaon FFs display
more variation. Our full fits reflect the standard hierar-
chy of the favored and unfavored fragmentation, with the
s+ ! K+ FF larger than the u+

! K+, which in turn
is larger than the unfavored d+ ! K+.

In contrast, for the SIA-only fits the unfavored DK+

d+

includes solutions with both soft and hard shapes, the
latter being correlated with a small s̄ ! DK+

fragmen-
tation. In Ref. [35] the FFs were constrained also by
light-flavor tagged SIA data, which are not included here
because of potential bias from their reliance on Monte
Carlo simulations. Instead, we find that the combination
of SIDIS and SIA data forces the favoredDK+

s̄ to be large
at high z, comparable to the DSS fit [48].
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NLP fragmentation functions:
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In this section, we will discuss the source of possible
contributions to these new quark-antiquark FFs to gain
some insights into their potential structure and func-
tional forms, and to identify new physical observables
that could also be sensitive to the same quark-antiquark
FFs, so that we could test the universality of these new
multi-parton FFs and QCD dynamics beyond the LP
contributions in the future work.
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FIG. 6. Feynman diagram representation of the FFs for a
pair of ud̄ to fragment into a ⇡+ meson.

The quark-antiquark FFs are non-perturbative func-
tions and cannot be calculated within QCD perturbation
theory. However, like PDFs and FFs, we might be able to
gain some insights into these nonperturbative functions’
asymptotic behavior as the variables of these functions
approach to an extreme limit, such as z ! 1 (or x ! 1
or 0 in the case of PDFs). With the operator defini-
tion in Eq. (36), in principle, we could represent these
quark-antiquark FFs in terms of Feynman diagrams - a
Feynman diagram representation. For example, the FFs
for a ud̄ pair to fragment into a ⇡+ could be represented
by an infinite number of Feynman diagrams, as shown in
Fig. 6. The first diagram on the right of the “⇡” sign is
e↵ectively the lowest order diagram in power of ↵s in the
approximation, |h(Ph)Xi ⇡ |h(Ph)i, which led to the ap-
proximated expression of D[qq̄0(1a)](z, ⇠, ⇣, µ0) in Eq. (40).
With additional radiation of gluons, other diagrams in
Fig. 6 could also contribute to D[qq̄0(1a)](z, ⇠, ⇣, µ0), but,
cannot be proportional to �(1� z), instead, proportional
to (1 � z)n as z ! 1. Although the power of n is a non-
perturbative number and depends on the scale at which
the FFs are measured, the power n should be positive
that leads to a power-like suppression to the NLP con-
tribution from these diagrams, similar to the suppression
from LP single parton FFs when z ! 1 as discussed ear-
lier in this paper. In addition, a quark-gluon pair could
also fragment into a meson as illustrated by Feynman
diagrams in Fig. 7, which is suppressed by the power of
1 � z as z ! 1. In general, in a confining theory, like
QCD, the neutralization of color of these radiated glu-
ons (and/or quarks) requires them to turn into physical
hadrons in the final-state, such as the pions with the

lightest mass, which strongly suppresses their contribu-
tions to the physical cross sections near the edge of phase
space (or those with a very small multiplicity).
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FIG. 7. Feynman diagram representation of the FFs for a ug
pair to fragment into a ⇡+ meson.

Although the factorized NLP contribution to the SIDIS
cross sections in Eq. (3) is formally suppressed by the
hard scale PhT , the impact of the NLP contribution
to the physical cross sections does not vanish as the
power of 1/PhT [23, 33, 34]. With the factorization for-
mula in Eq. (3), which is a factorization of perturba-
tive collinear singularities of partonic scattering, we must
modify the DGLAP evolution of LP single-parton FFs
to be consistent to the collinear factorization accuracy
at the NLP. Following the discussion in Ref. [23], we can
derive the evolution equations for both the single-parton
and double-parton FFs from the factorization formalism
in Eq. (3). Since a physical observable should be inde-
pendent of the choice of the factorization scale, we have
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�
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where ⌦ represents the convolution of momentum frac-
tions as defined in Eq. (3). From Eq. (42), we obtain a
closed set of evolution equations for the FFs [23]
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where �[ff(0)]![ff 0(0)] is the evolution kernel for resum-
ming logarithmic collinear contribution to the double-
parton FFs, �f!f 0 is the normal LP DGLAP-type evo-
lution kernel for resumming logarithmic collinear contri-
bution to the one-parton FFs, and e�f![ff 0(0)] is a new-
type of evolution kernel for resumming the collinear con-
tributions from the diagrams such as those in Fig. 8 to
the one-parton FFs. Although the second terms on the
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In this section, we will discuss the source of possible
contributions to these new quark-antiquark FFs to gain
some insights into their potential structure and func-
tional forms, and to identify new physical observables
that could also be sensitive to the same quark-antiquark
FFs, so that we could test the universality of these new
multi-parton FFs and QCD dynamics beyond the LP
contributions in the future work.
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The quark-antiquark FFs are non-perturbative func-
tions and cannot be calculated within QCD perturbation
theory. However, like PDFs and FFs, we might be able to
gain some insights into these nonperturbative functions’
asymptotic behavior as the variables of these functions
approach to an extreme limit, such as z ! 1 (or x ! 1
or 0 in the case of PDFs). With the operator defini-
tion in Eq. (36), in principle, we could represent these
quark-antiquark FFs in terms of Feynman diagrams - a
Feynman diagram representation. For example, the FFs
for a ud̄ pair to fragment into a ⇡+ could be represented
by an infinite number of Feynman diagrams, as shown in
Fig. 6. The first diagram on the right of the “⇡” sign is
e↵ectively the lowest order diagram in power of ↵s in the
approximation, |h(Ph)Xi ⇡ |h(Ph)i, which led to the ap-
proximated expression of D[qq̄0(1a)](z, ⇠, ⇣, µ0) in Eq. (40).
With additional radiation of gluons, other diagrams in
Fig. 6 could also contribute to D[qq̄0(1a)](z, ⇠, ⇣, µ0), but,
cannot be proportional to �(1� z), instead, proportional
to (1 � z)n as z ! 1. Although the power of n is a non-
perturbative number and depends on the scale at which
the FFs are measured, the power n should be positive
that leads to a power-like suppression to the NLP con-
tribution from these diagrams, similar to the suppression
from LP single parton FFs when z ! 1 as discussed ear-
lier in this paper. In addition, a quark-gluon pair could
also fragment into a meson as illustrated by Feynman
diagrams in Fig. 7, which is suppressed by the power of
1 � z as z ! 1. In general, in a confining theory, like
QCD, the neutralization of color of these radiated glu-
ons (and/or quarks) requires them to turn into physical
hadrons in the final-state, such as the pions with the

lightest mass, which strongly suppresses their contribu-
tions to the physical cross sections near the edge of phase
space (or those with a very small multiplicity).
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Although the factorized NLP contribution to the SIDIS
cross sections in Eq. (3) is formally suppressed by the
hard scale PhT , the impact of the NLP contribution
to the physical cross sections does not vanish as the
power of 1/PhT [23, 33, 34]. With the factorization for-
mula in Eq. (3), which is a factorization of perturba-
tive collinear singularities of partonic scattering, we must
modify the DGLAP evolution of LP single-parton FFs
to be consistent to the collinear factorization accuracy
at the NLP. Following the discussion in Ref. [23], we can
derive the evolution equations for both the single-parton
and double-parton FFs from the factorization formalism
in Eq. (3). Since a physical observable should be inde-
pendent of the choice of the factorization scale, we have
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where ⌦ represents the convolution of momentum frac-
tions as defined in Eq. (3). From Eq. (42), we obtain a
closed set of evolution equations for the FFs [23]
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where �[ff(0)]![ff 0(0)] is the evolution kernel for resum-
ming logarithmic collinear contribution to the double-
parton FFs, �f!f 0 is the normal LP DGLAP-type evo-
lution kernel for resumming logarithmic collinear contri-
bution to the one-parton FFs, and e�f![ff 0(0)] is a new-
type of evolution kernel for resumming the collinear con-
tributions from the diagrams such as those in Fig. 8 to
the one-parton FFs. Although the second terms on the
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tional forms, and to identify new physical observables
that could also be sensitive to the same quark-antiquark
FFs, so that we could test the universality of these new
multi-parton FFs and QCD dynamics beyond the LP
contributions in the future work.
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The quark-antiquark FFs are non-perturbative func-
tions and cannot be calculated within QCD perturbation
theory. However, like PDFs and FFs, we might be able to
gain some insights into these nonperturbative functions’
asymptotic behavior as the variables of these functions
approach to an extreme limit, such as z ! 1 (or x ! 1
or 0 in the case of PDFs). With the operator defini-
tion in Eq. (36), in principle, we could represent these
quark-antiquark FFs in terms of Feynman diagrams - a
Feynman diagram representation. For example, the FFs
for a ud̄ pair to fragment into a ⇡+ could be represented
by an infinite number of Feynman diagrams, as shown in
Fig. 6. The first diagram on the right of the “⇡” sign is
e↵ectively the lowest order diagram in power of ↵s in the
approximation, |h(Ph)Xi ⇡ |h(Ph)i, which led to the ap-
proximated expression of D[qq̄0(1a)](z, ⇠, ⇣, µ0) in Eq. (40).
With additional radiation of gluons, other diagrams in
Fig. 6 could also contribute to D[qq̄0(1a)](z, ⇠, ⇣, µ0), but,
cannot be proportional to �(1� z), instead, proportional
to (1 � z)n as z ! 1. Although the power of n is a non-
perturbative number and depends on the scale at which
the FFs are measured, the power n should be positive
that leads to a power-like suppression to the NLP con-
tribution from these diagrams, similar to the suppression
from LP single parton FFs when z ! 1 as discussed ear-
lier in this paper. In addition, a quark-gluon pair could
also fragment into a meson as illustrated by Feynman
diagrams in Fig. 7, which is suppressed by the power of
1 � z as z ! 1. In general, in a confining theory, like
QCD, the neutralization of color of these radiated glu-
ons (and/or quarks) requires them to turn into physical
hadrons in the final-state, such as the pions with the

lightest mass, which strongly suppresses their contribu-
tions to the physical cross sections near the edge of phase
space (or those with a very small multiplicity).
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Although the factorized NLP contribution to the SIDIS
cross sections in Eq. (3) is formally suppressed by the
hard scale PhT , the impact of the NLP contribution
to the physical cross sections does not vanish as the
power of 1/PhT [23, 33, 34]. With the factorization for-
mula in Eq. (3), which is a factorization of perturba-
tive collinear singularities of partonic scattering, we must
modify the DGLAP evolution of LP single-parton FFs
to be consistent to the collinear factorization accuracy
at the NLP. Following the discussion in Ref. [23], we can
derive the evolution equations for both the single-parton
and double-parton FFs from the factorization formalism
in Eq. (3). Since a physical observable should be inde-
pendent of the choice of the factorization scale, we have
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where ⌦ represents the convolution of momentum frac-
tions as defined in Eq. (3). From Eq. (42), we obtain a
closed set of evolution equations for the FFs [23]
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where �[ff(0)]![ff 0(0)] is the evolution kernel for resum-
ming logarithmic collinear contribution to the double-
parton FFs, �f!f 0 is the normal LP DGLAP-type evo-
lution kernel for resumming logarithmic collinear contri-
bution to the one-parton FFs, and e�f![ff 0(0)] is a new-
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tributions from the diagrams such as those in Fig. 8 to
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<latexit sha1_base64="UM2r+/rgN331Z3BukZbu4HGHUh8=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMQD4ZdEfQY9OIxgnlAsgmzk9lkyLyYmVXikv/w4kERr/6LN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KFKPG+v63l1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+wcNIxONSR1LJnUrQoYwKkjdUstIS2mCeMRIMxrdTP3mA9GGSnFvx4qEHA0EjSlG1kndjtJSWVkOzp5Ou7xXLPkVfwa4TIKMlECGWq/41elLnHAiLGbImHbgKxumSFuKGZkUOokhCuERGpC2owJxYsJ0dvUEnjilD2OpXQkLZ+rviRRxY8Y8cp0c2aFZ9Kbif147sfFVmFKhEksEni+KEwathNMIYJ9qgi0bO4Kwpu5WiIdII2xdUAUXQrD48jJpnFcCvxLcXZSq11kceXAEjkEZBOASVMEtqIE6wECDZ/AK3rxH78V79z7mrTkvmzkEf+B9/gC1WJH6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UM2r+/rgN331Z3BukZbu4HGHUh8=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMQD4ZdEfQY9OIxgnlAsgmzk9lkyLyYmVXikv/w4kERr/6LN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KFKPG+v63l1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+wcNIxONSR1LJnUrQoYwKkjdUstIS2mCeMRIMxrdTP3mA9GGSnFvx4qEHA0EjSlG1kndjtJSWVkOzp5Ou7xXLPkVfwa4TIKMlECGWq/41elLnHAiLGbImHbgKxumSFuKGZkUOokhCuERGpC2owJxYsJ0dvUEnjilD2OpXQkLZ+rviRRxY8Y8cp0c2aFZ9Kbif147sfFVmFKhEksEni+KEwathNMIYJ9qgi0bO4Kwpu5WiIdII2xdUAUXQrD48jJpnFcCvxLcXZSq11kceXAEjkEZBOASVMEtqIE6wECDZ/AK3rxH78V79z7mrTkvmzkEf+B9/gC1WJH6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UM2r+/rgN331Z3BukZbu4HGHUh8=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMQD4ZdEfQY9OIxgnlAsgmzk9lkyLyYmVXikv/w4kERr/6LN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KFKPG+v63l1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+wcNIxONSR1LJnUrQoYwKkjdUstIS2mCeMRIMxrdTP3mA9GGSnFvx4qEHA0EjSlG1kndjtJSWVkOzp5Ou7xXLPkVfwa4TIKMlECGWq/41elLnHAiLGbImHbgKxumSFuKGZkUOokhCuERGpC2owJxYsJ0dvUEnjilD2OpXQkLZ+rviRRxY8Y8cp0c2aFZ9Kbif147sfFVmFKhEksEni+KEwathNMIYJ9qgi0bO4Kwpu5WiIdII2xdUAUXQrD48jJpnFcCvxLcXZSq11kceXAEjkEZBOASVMEtqIE6wECDZ/AK3rxH78V79z7mrTkvmzkEf+B9/gC1WJH6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UM2r+/rgN331Z3BukZbu4HGHUh8=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMQD4ZdEfQY9OIxgnlAsgmzk9lkyLyYmVXikv/w4kERr/6LN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KFKPG+v63l1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+wcNIxONSR1LJnUrQoYwKkjdUstIS2mCeMRIMxrdTP3mA9GGSnFvx4qEHA0EjSlG1kndjtJSWVkOzp5Ou7xXLPkVfwa4TIKMlECGWq/41elLnHAiLGbImHbgKxumSFuKGZkUOokhCuERGpC2owJxYsJ0dvUEnjilD2OpXQkLZ+rviRRxY8Y8cp0c2aFZ9Kbif147sfFVmFKhEksEni+KEwathNMIYJ9qgi0bO4Kwpu5WiIdII2xdUAUXQrD48jJpnFcCvxLcXZSq11kceXAEjkEZBOASVMEtqIE6wECDZ/AK3rxH78V79z7mrTkvmzkEf+B9/gC1WJH6</latexit>

/ �(1� z)
<latexit sha1_base64="TBB/AOWTfVeipPuhDT7dDjuqGjo=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5CRahLiyJCLosunFZwT6gCWUymbRDJzPDzERoQ/FX3LhQxK3/4c6/cdJmoa0HLhzOuZd77wkFJUq77rdVWlldW98ob1a2tnd29+z9g7biqUS4hTjlshtChSlhuKWJprgrJIZJSHEnHN3mfucRS0U4e9BjgYMEDhiJCYLaSH37yBeSC80dP8JUw5p3Pjmr9O2qW3dncJaJV5AqKNDs219+xFGaYKYRhUr1PFfoIINSE0TxtOKnCguIRnCAe4YymGAVZLPrp86pUSIn5tIU085M/T2RwUSpcRKazgTqoVr0cvE/r5fq+DrICBOpxgzNF8Updcy3eRRORCRGmo4NgUgSc6uDhlBCpE1geQje4svLpH1R99y6d39ZbdwUcZTBMTgBNeCBK9AAd6AJWgCBCXgGr+DNerJerHfrY95asoqZQ/AH1ucP4L6ULA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TBB/AOWTfVeipPuhDT7dDjuqGjo=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5CRahLiyJCLosunFZwT6gCWUymbRDJzPDzERoQ/FX3LhQxK3/4c6/cdJmoa0HLhzOuZd77wkFJUq77rdVWlldW98ob1a2tnd29+z9g7biqUS4hTjlshtChSlhuKWJprgrJIZJSHEnHN3mfucRS0U4e9BjgYMEDhiJCYLaSH37yBeSC80dP8JUw5p3Pjmr9O2qW3dncJaJV5AqKNDs219+xFGaYKYRhUr1PFfoIINSE0TxtOKnCguIRnCAe4YymGAVZLPrp86pUSIn5tIU085M/T2RwUSpcRKazgTqoVr0cvE/r5fq+DrICBOpxgzNF8Updcy3eRRORCRGmo4NgUgSc6uDhlBCpE1geQje4svLpH1R99y6d39ZbdwUcZTBMTgBNeCBK9AAd6AJWgCBCXgGr+DNerJerHfrY95asoqZQ/AH1ucP4L6ULA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TBB/AOWTfVeipPuhDT7dDjuqGjo=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5CRahLiyJCLosunFZwT6gCWUymbRDJzPDzERoQ/FX3LhQxK3/4c6/cdJmoa0HLhzOuZd77wkFJUq77rdVWlldW98ob1a2tnd29+z9g7biqUS4hTjlshtChSlhuKWJprgrJIZJSHEnHN3mfucRS0U4e9BjgYMEDhiJCYLaSH37yBeSC80dP8JUw5p3Pjmr9O2qW3dncJaJV5AqKNDs219+xFGaYKYRhUr1PFfoIINSE0TxtOKnCguIRnCAe4YymGAVZLPrp86pUSIn5tIU085M/T2RwUSpcRKazgTqoVr0cvE/r5fq+DrICBOpxgzNF8Updcy3eRRORCRGmo4NgUgSc6uDhlBCpE1geQje4svLpH1R99y6d39ZbdwUcZTBMTgBNeCBK9AAd6AJWgCBCXgGr+DNerJerHfrY95asoqZQ/AH1ucP4L6ULA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TBB/AOWTfVeipPuhDT7dDjuqGjo=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5CRahLiyJCLosunFZwT6gCWUymbRDJzPDzERoQ/FX3LhQxK3/4c6/cdJmoa0HLhzOuZd77wkFJUq77rdVWlldW98ob1a2tnd29+z9g7biqUS4hTjlshtChSlhuKWJprgrJIZJSHEnHN3mfucRS0U4e9BjgYMEDhiJCYLaSH37yBeSC80dP8JUw5p3Pjmr9O2qW3dncJaJV5AqKNDs219+xFGaYKYRhUr1PFfoIINSE0TxtOKnCguIRnCAe4YymGAVZLPrp86pUSIn5tIU085M/T2RwUSpcRKazgTqoVr0cvE/r5fq+DrICBOpxgzNF8Updcy3eRRORCRGmo4NgUgSc6uDhlBCpE1geQje4svLpH1R99y6d39ZbdwUcZTBMTgBNeCBK9AAd6AJWgCBCXgGr+DNerJerHfrY95asoqZQ/AH1ucP4L6ULA==</latexit>

/ (1� z)m
<latexit sha1_base64="UM2r+/rgN331Z3BukZbu4HGHUh8=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMQD4ZdEfQY9OIxgnlAsgmzk9lkyLyYmVXikv/w4kERr/6LN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KFKPG+v63l1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+wcNIxONSR1LJnUrQoYwKkjdUstIS2mCeMRIMxrdTP3mA9GGSnFvx4qEHA0EjSlG1kndjtJSWVkOzp5Ou7xXLPkVfwa4TIKMlECGWq/41elLnHAiLGbImHbgKxumSFuKGZkUOokhCuERGpC2owJxYsJ0dvUEnjilD2OpXQkLZ+rviRRxY8Y8cp0c2aFZ9Kbif147sfFVmFKhEksEni+KEwathNMIYJ9qgi0bO4Kwpu5WiIdII2xdUAUXQrD48jJpnFcCvxLcXZSq11kceXAEjkEZBOASVMEtqIE6wECDZ/AK3rxH78V79z7mrTkvmzkEf+B9/gC1WJH6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UM2r+/rgN331Z3BukZbu4HGHUh8=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMQD4ZdEfQY9OIxgnlAsgmzk9lkyLyYmVXikv/w4kERr/6LN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KFKPG+v63l1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+wcNIxONSR1LJnUrQoYwKkjdUstIS2mCeMRIMxrdTP3mA9GGSnFvx4qEHA0EjSlG1kndjtJSWVkOzp5Ou7xXLPkVfwa4TIKMlECGWq/41elLnHAiLGbImHbgKxumSFuKGZkUOokhCuERGpC2owJxYsJ0dvUEnjilD2OpXQkLZ+rviRRxY8Y8cp0c2aFZ9Kbif147sfFVmFKhEksEni+KEwathNMIYJ9qgi0bO4Kwpu5WiIdII2xdUAUXQrD48jJpnFcCvxLcXZSq11kceXAEjkEZBOASVMEtqIE6wECDZ/AK3rxH78V79z7mrTkvmzkEf+B9/gC1WJH6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UM2r+/rgN331Z3BukZbu4HGHUh8=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMQD4ZdEfQY9OIxgnlAsgmzk9lkyLyYmVXikv/w4kERr/6LN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KFKPG+v63l1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+wcNIxONSR1LJnUrQoYwKkjdUstIS2mCeMRIMxrdTP3mA9GGSnFvx4qEHA0EjSlG1kndjtJSWVkOzp5Ou7xXLPkVfwa4TIKMlECGWq/41elLnHAiLGbImHbgKxumSFuKGZkUOokhCuERGpC2owJxYsJ0dvUEnjilD2OpXQkLZ+rviRRxY8Y8cp0c2aFZ9Kbif147sfFVmFKhEksEni+KEwathNMIYJ9qgi0bO4Kwpu5WiIdII2xdUAUXQrD48jJpnFcCvxLcXZSq11kceXAEjkEZBOASVMEtqIE6wECDZ/AK3rxH78V79z7mrTkvmzkEf+B9/gC1WJH6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UM2r+/rgN331Z3BukZbu4HGHUh8=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMQD4ZdEfQY9OIxgnlAsgmzk9lkyLyYmVXikv/w4kERr/6LN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KFKPG+v63l1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+wcNIxONSR1LJnUrQoYwKkjdUstIS2mCeMRIMxrdTP3mA9GGSnFvx4qEHA0EjSlG1kndjtJSWVkOzp5Ou7xXLPkVfwa4TIKMlECGWq/41elLnHAiLGbImHbgKxumSFuKGZkUOokhCuERGpC2owJxYsJ0dvUEnjilD2OpXQkLZ+rviRRxY8Y8cp0c2aFZ9Kbif147sfFVmFKhEksEni+KEwathNMIYJ9qgi0bO4Kwpu5WiIdII2xdUAUXQrD48jJpnFcCvxLcXZSq11kceXAEjkEZBOASVMEtqIE6wECDZ/AK3rxH78V79z7mrTkvmzkEf+B9/gC1WJH6</latexit>

Parton pair with the right quantum number 
has better chance to form the hadron.
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O
�
Df!h(z)

�
<latexit sha1_base64="jHtMwjfFDcruqLEmFCGgOFEUfQg=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBHaTUlE0GVRF+6sYB/QhDKZTtqhkwczE6GGbN34K25cKOLWP3Dn3zhps9DWAwOHc+7lzjlezJlUlvVtLC2vrK6tlzbKm1vbO7vm3n5bRokgtEUiHomuhyXlLKQtxRSn3VhQHHicdrzxZe537qmQLArv1CSmboCHIfMZwUpLfROlDsE8vckyx2PD6lU/9R0VoVFWfajlSq1vVqy6NQVaJHZBKlCg2Te/nEFEkoCGinAsZc+2YuWmWChGOM3KTiJpjMkYD2lP0xAHVLrpNEmGjrUyQH4k9AsVmqq/N1IcSDkJPD0ZYDWS814u/uf1EuWfuykL40TRkMwO+QlHOmteCxowQYniE00wEUz/FZERFpgoXV5Zl2DPR14k7ZO6bdXt29NK46KoowSHcARVsOEMGnANTWgBgUd4hld4M56MF+Pd+JiNLhnFzgH8gfH5A8aFmbY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jHtMwjfFDcruqLEmFCGgOFEUfQg=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBHaTUlE0GVRF+6sYB/QhDKZTtqhkwczE6GGbN34K25cKOLWP3Dn3zhps9DWAwOHc+7lzjlezJlUlvVtLC2vrK6tlzbKm1vbO7vm3n5bRokgtEUiHomuhyXlLKQtxRSn3VhQHHicdrzxZe537qmQLArv1CSmboCHIfMZwUpLfROlDsE8vckyx2PD6lU/9R0VoVFWfajlSq1vVqy6NQVaJHZBKlCg2Te/nEFEkoCGinAsZc+2YuWmWChGOM3KTiJpjMkYD2lP0xAHVLrpNEmGjrUyQH4k9AsVmqq/N1IcSDkJPD0ZYDWS814u/uf1EuWfuykL40TRkMwO+QlHOmteCxowQYniE00wEUz/FZERFpgoXV5Zl2DPR14k7ZO6bdXt29NK46KoowSHcARVsOEMGnANTWgBgUd4hld4M56MF+Pd+JiNLhnFzgH8gfH5A8aFmbY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jHtMwjfFDcruqLEmFCGgOFEUfQg=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBHaTUlE0GVRF+6sYB/QhDKZTtqhkwczE6GGbN34K25cKOLWP3Dn3zhps9DWAwOHc+7lzjlezJlUlvVtLC2vrK6tlzbKm1vbO7vm3n5bRokgtEUiHomuhyXlLKQtxRSn3VhQHHicdrzxZe537qmQLArv1CSmboCHIfMZwUpLfROlDsE8vckyx2PD6lU/9R0VoVFWfajlSq1vVqy6NQVaJHZBKlCg2Te/nEFEkoCGinAsZc+2YuWmWChGOM3KTiJpjMkYD2lP0xAHVLrpNEmGjrUyQH4k9AsVmqq/N1IcSDkJPD0ZYDWS814u/uf1EuWfuykL40TRkMwO+QlHOmteCxowQYniE00wEUz/FZERFpgoXV5Zl2DPR14k7ZO6bdXt29NK46KoowSHcARVsOEMGnANTWgBgUd4hld4M56MF+Pd+JiNLhnFzgH8gfH5A8aFmbY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jHtMwjfFDcruqLEmFCGgOFEUfQg=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBHaTUlE0GVRF+6sYB/QhDKZTtqhkwczE6GGbN34K25cKOLWP3Dn3zhps9DWAwOHc+7lzjlezJlUlvVtLC2vrK6tlzbKm1vbO7vm3n5bRokgtEUiHomuhyXlLKQtxRSn3VhQHHicdrzxZe537qmQLArv1CSmboCHIfMZwUpLfROlDsE8vckyx2PD6lU/9R0VoVFWfajlSq1vVqy6NQVaJHZBKlCg2Te/nEFEkoCGinAsZc+2YuWmWChGOM3KTiJpjMkYD2lP0xAHVLrpNEmGjrUyQH4k9AsVmqq/N1IcSDkJPD0ZYDWS814u/uf1EuWfuykL40TRkMwO+QlHOmteCxowQYniE00wEUz/FZERFpgoXV5Zl2DPR14k7ZO6bdXt29NK46KoowSHcARVsOEMGnANTWgBgUd4hld4M56MF+Pd+JiNLhnFzgH8gfH5A8aFmbY=</latexit>

O
� 1

Q2
⇥Df!h(z)

�
<latexit sha1_base64="LfYZ5BByYx820HhCKJrZo+hfvPw=">AAACHXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsAjtpsyUgi6LunBnC/YBnbFk0kwbmnmQZIQa5kfc+CtuXCjiwo34N2baWWjrgcDhnHu5OceLGRXSsr6NldW19Y3NwlZxe2d3b988OOyIKOGYtHHEIt7zkCCMhqQtqWSkF3OCAo+Rrje5zPzuPeGCRuGtnMbEDdAopD7FSGppYNaVgxFTN2nqeHRUdnyOsLJT1bqrpY6kARHwaqB8R0ZwnJYfKtlUZWCWrKo1A1wmdk5KIEdzYH46wwgnAQklZkiIvm3F0lWIS4oZSYtOIkiM8ASNSF/TEOm7rpqlS+GpVobQj7h+oYQz9feGQoEQ08DTkwGSY7HoZeJ/Xj+R/rmraBgnkoR4fshPGNRZs6rgkHKCJZtqgjCn+q8Qj5EuSOpCi7oEezHyMunUqrZVtVv1UuMir6MAjsEJKAMbnIEGuAZN0AYYPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PuajK0a+cwT+wPj6AXT7ohY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LfYZ5BByYx820HhCKJrZo+hfvPw=">AAACHXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsAjtpsyUgi6LunBnC/YBnbFk0kwbmnmQZIQa5kfc+CtuXCjiwo34N2baWWjrgcDhnHu5OceLGRXSsr6NldW19Y3NwlZxe2d3b988OOyIKOGYtHHEIt7zkCCMhqQtqWSkF3OCAo+Rrje5zPzuPeGCRuGtnMbEDdAopD7FSGppYNaVgxFTN2nqeHRUdnyOsLJT1bqrpY6kARHwaqB8R0ZwnJYfKtlUZWCWrKo1A1wmdk5KIEdzYH46wwgnAQklZkiIvm3F0lWIS4oZSYtOIkiM8ASNSF/TEOm7rpqlS+GpVobQj7h+oYQz9feGQoEQ08DTkwGSY7HoZeJ/Xj+R/rmraBgnkoR4fshPGNRZs6rgkHKCJZtqgjCn+q8Qj5EuSOpCi7oEezHyMunUqrZVtVv1UuMir6MAjsEJKAMbnIEGuAZN0AYYPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PuajK0a+cwT+wPj6AXT7ohY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LfYZ5BByYx820HhCKJrZo+hfvPw=">AAACHXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsAjtpsyUgi6LunBnC/YBnbFk0kwbmnmQZIQa5kfc+CtuXCjiwo34N2baWWjrgcDhnHu5OceLGRXSsr6NldW19Y3NwlZxe2d3b988OOyIKOGYtHHEIt7zkCCMhqQtqWSkF3OCAo+Rrje5zPzuPeGCRuGtnMbEDdAopD7FSGppYNaVgxFTN2nqeHRUdnyOsLJT1bqrpY6kARHwaqB8R0ZwnJYfKtlUZWCWrKo1A1wmdk5KIEdzYH46wwgnAQklZkiIvm3F0lWIS4oZSYtOIkiM8ASNSF/TEOm7rpqlS+GpVobQj7h+oYQz9feGQoEQ08DTkwGSY7HoZeJ/Xj+R/rmraBgnkoR4fshPGNRZs6rgkHKCJZtqgjCn+q8Qj5EuSOpCi7oEezHyMunUqrZVtVv1UuMir6MAjsEJKAMbnIEGuAZN0AYYPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PuajK0a+cwT+wPj6AXT7ohY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LfYZ5BByYx820HhCKJrZo+hfvPw=">AAACHXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsAjtpsyUgi6LunBnC/YBnbFk0kwbmnmQZIQa5kfc+CtuXCjiwo34N2baWWjrgcDhnHu5OceLGRXSsr6NldW19Y3NwlZxe2d3b988OOyIKOGYtHHEIt7zkCCMhqQtqWSkF3OCAo+Rrje5zPzuPeGCRuGtnMbEDdAopD7FSGppYNaVgxFTN2nqeHRUdnyOsLJT1bqrpY6kARHwaqB8R0ZwnJYfKtlUZWCWrKo1A1wmdk5KIEdzYH46wwgnAQklZkiIvm3F0lWIS4oZSYtOIkiM8ASNSF/TEOm7rpqlS+GpVobQj7h+oYQz9feGQoEQ08DTkwGSY7HoZeJ/Xj+R/rmraBgnkoR4fshPGNRZs6rgkHKCJZtqgjCn+q8Qj5EuSOpCi7oEezHyMunUqrZVtVv1UuMir6MAjsEJKAMbnIEGuAZN0AYYPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PuajK0a+cwT+wPj6AXT7ohY=</latexit>

O
� 1

P 2
hT

⇥Dff 0!h(z)
�
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QCD factorization

4

with a real photon Q2 = 0. When the photon is either
deep virtual with Q2 = �q2

⇠ P 2
hT

or real with Q2 = 0,
the scattering cross section can be expressed in terms of
a collinearly factorized formalism [21, 23],

d��⇤+A!h+X

d3Ph/(2Eh)
⇡

X

a,f

Z 1

xB

dx

x

Z 1

zh

dz

z2
�a/P (x) Df!h(z)

d�̂�⇤+a(l)!f(p)+X

d3p/(2Ep)

+
X

a,[ff 0()]

Z 1

xB

dx

x

Z 1

zh

dz

z2

Z 1

0
d⇠d⇣ �a/P (x) D[ff 0()]!h(z, ⇠, ⇣)

d�̂�⇤+a(l)![ff 0()](p,⇠,⇣)+X

d3p/(2Ep)
, (3)

where a, f (and f 0) run over all parton flavors: q, q̄,
and g,  runs over all spin and color states of [ff 0],
�a/P (x) and Df!h(z) are defined above as PDFs and
FFs, respectively, with l = xP and Ph = zp, and
D[ff 0()]!h(z, ⇠, ⇣) are double-parton FFs, as sketched in
Fig. 3, with the momentum fraction of the pair carried
by the observed hadron, z = Ph/p, and ⇠ and ⇣ being rel-
ative momentum fractions of the two partons in the am-
plitude and its complex conjugate, respectively [22–24].
The factorization scale µ in Eq. (3) is suppressed. The

P hPh

(1�⇠)p (1�⇣)p ⇣ p⇠ p

0y1y y + y2

FIG. 3. Sketch of the fragmentation function for a quark-
antiquark pair of momentum p to fragment to a hadron of
momentum Ph.

�̂�⇤+a(l)!f(p)+X and �̂�⇤+a(l)![ff 0()](p,⇠,⇣)+X in Eq. (3),
respectively, are perturbatively calculable short-distance
hard parts for producing a single parton of flavor f and
a pair of partons of flavor combination [ff 0], while the
hard part for producing a pair partons is powerly sup-
pressed by 1/P 2

hT
in comparison with the hard part for

producing a single parton at the same momentum p.
In Eq. (3), we neglected other NLP terms proportional
to twist-4 parton distributions and the same single par-

ton FFs, �(4)
[ab]/P (x, x0, x00) ⌦ Df!h(z), since correspond-

ing partonic hard part is powerly suppressed comparing
the LP hard part, while no potential enhancement from
the hadronization since the same FFs are used. There
could be additional contributions to the factorized for-
malism in Eq.(3), and they are typically suppressed by
even higher power in 1/P 2

hT
and/or 1/Q2. These contri-

butions are not expected to be factorizable. The partonic
short-distance hard parts in Eq. (3) at the leading order
in power of strong coupling constant ↵s are given by

Epd�̂�⇤+a(l)!f(p)+X

d3p
=

|M�⇤+a(l)!f(p)+X |
2

2(ŝ + Q2)

⇥
1

2(2⇡)2
�(ŝ + t̂ + û + Q2), (4)

Epd�̂�⇤+a(l)![ff 0](p)+X

d3p
=

|M�⇤+a(l)![ff 0()](p)+X |
2

2(ŝ + Q2)

⇥
1

2(2⇡)2
�(ŝ + t̂ + û + Q2), (5)

where parton level Mandelstam variables are defined as

ŝ = (q + l)2, t̂ = (q � p)2, û = (l � p)2, (6)

with the constraint

ŝ + t̂ + û = q2 = �Q2 (7)

imposed by the phase space �-function of the massless
two-particle final-state and the momentum conservation
of the 2 ! 2 partonic subprocess. In Eqs. (4) and
(5), the denominator 2(ŝ + Q2) = 2E�⇤2Ea|v�⇤ � va| is
the flux factor of the partonic scattering process, and
|M�⇤+a(l)!f(p)+X |

2 and |M�⇤+a(l)![ff 0()](p)+X |
2, re-

spectively, are squared LP and NLP partonic scattering
amplitudes with initial-state spin and color averaged and
final-state spin and color summed.

B. Power suppressed partonic hard parts

The theoretical prediction (or an estimation) for the
size of power corrections in Eq. (3) relies on our ability
to calculate the short-distance hard parts to produce a
pair of partons and our knowledge of the nonperturba-
tive double-parton FFs. For getting the most enhance-
ment from the pair’s hadronization to compensate the
power suppression of the partonic hard parts to produce
the pair at NLP, we calculate the partonic hard parts
from subprocesses that can produce a quark-antiquark
pair with the same valence quark flavor combination as
the produced charged meson.

At the lowest order in power of ↵s, we need to con-
sider the subprocess: �⇤ + q ! [qq̄0()] + q0, with corre-
sponding Feynman diagrams given in Fig. 4 where the
quark and antiquark flavors q and q̄0 should match the
valence flavors of the measured meson. The color state
of the produced quark-antiquark pair can be either a sin-
glet “[1]” or an octet “[8]” state, and corresponding color
projection operators are respectively proportional to �ab
and tAab, where a, b = 1, 2, ..., Nc are color indices for the
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Fig. 3, with the momentum fraction of the pair carried
by the observed hadron, z = Ph/p, and ⇠ and ⇣ being rel-
ative momentum fractions of the two partons in the am-
plitude and its complex conjugate, respectively [22–24].
The factorization scale µ in Eq. (3) is suppressed. The
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momentum Ph.

�̂�⇤+a(l)!f(p)+X and �̂�⇤+a(l)![ff 0()](p,⇠,⇣)+X in Eq. (3),
respectively, are perturbatively calculable short-distance
hard parts for producing a single parton of flavor f and
a pair of partons of flavor combination [ff 0], while the
hard part for producing a pair partons is powerly sup-
pressed by 1/P 2

hT
in comparison with the hard part for

producing a single parton at the same momentum p.
In Eq. (3), we neglected other NLP terms proportional
to twist-4 parton distributions and the same single par-

ton FFs, �(4)
[ab]/P (x, x0, x00) ⌦ Df!h(z), since correspond-

ing partonic hard part is powerly suppressed comparing
the LP hard part, while no potential enhancement from
the hadronization since the same FFs are used. There
could be additional contributions to the factorized for-
malism in Eq.(3), and they are typically suppressed by
even higher power in 1/P 2

hT
and/or 1/Q2. These contri-

butions are not expected to be factorizable. The partonic
short-distance hard parts in Eq. (3) at the leading order
in power of strong coupling constant ↵s are given by
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imposed by the phase space �-function of the massless
two-particle final-state and the momentum conservation
of the 2 ! 2 partonic subprocess. In Eqs. (4) and
(5), the denominator 2(ŝ + Q2) = 2E�⇤2Ea|v�⇤ � va| is
the flux factor of the partonic scattering process, and
|M�⇤+a(l)!f(p)+X |

2 and |M�⇤+a(l)![ff 0()](p)+X |
2, re-

spectively, are squared LP and NLP partonic scattering
amplitudes with initial-state spin and color averaged and
final-state spin and color summed.

B. Power suppressed partonic hard parts

The theoretical prediction (or an estimation) for the
size of power corrections in Eq. (3) relies on our ability
to calculate the short-distance hard parts to produce a
pair of partons and our knowledge of the nonperturba-
tive double-parton FFs. For getting the most enhance-
ment from the pair’s hadronization to compensate the
power suppression of the partonic hard parts to produce
the pair at NLP, we calculate the partonic hard parts
from subprocesses that can produce a quark-antiquark
pair with the same valence quark flavor combination as
the produced charged meson.

At the lowest order in power of ↵s, we need to con-
sider the subprocess: �⇤ + q ! [qq̄0()] + q0, with corre-
sponding Feynman diagrams given in Fig. 4 where the
quark and antiquark flavors q and q̄0 should match the
valence flavors of the measured meson. The color state
of the produced quark-antiquark pair can be either a sin-
glet “[1]” or an octet “[8]” state, and corresponding color
projection operators are respectively proportional to �ab
and tAab, where a, b = 1, 2, ..., Nc are color indices for the
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Lowest order quark-antiquark fragmentation function

7

hadrons, in terms of the factorization approach in Eq. (3),
we need the knowledge of quark-antiquark FFs in ad-
dition to the calculation of perturbative partonic hard
parts. For getting the most enhancement from the frag-
mentation of the quark-antiquark pair, we focus on the
production channels in which the flavor of the produced
quark-antiquark pair [ff 0] matches the flavor combina-
tion of the valence components, [qq̄0], of the produced
meson h. As introduced in Ref. [23], the quark-antiquark
FFs D[qq̄0()]!h(z, ⇠, ⇣) are defined as

D[qq̄0()]!h(z, ⇠, ⇣) =
X

X

Z
P+
h dy�

2⇡

Z
P+
h dy�

1

2⇡

Z
P+
h dy�

2

2⇡

⇥ ei(1�⇣)
P+
h
z y�

1 e�i
P+
h
z y�

e�i(1�⇠)
P+
h
z y�

2 (36)

⇥ C P h0|q̄0(y�
1 )[�n(y�

1 )]†[�n(0)]q(0)|h(Ph)Xi

⇥ hh(Ph)X|q̄(y�)[�n(y�)]†[�n(y�+ y�
2 )]q0(y�+ y�

2 )|0i,

where C and P are respectively the color and spin pro-
jection operators defined in Sec. II B with color and spin
indices suppressed. The �n(y�) in Eq. (36) is the gauge
link in the fundamental representation of QCD color
group, given by

�n(y�) = P exp


�igs

Z 1

y�
d� n · GA(�n) tA

�
, (37)

where P and GA represent the path ordering and the
gluon field, respectively, and tA is the generator of SU(3)
color with color index A, as introduced in Sec. II B.

Like the single-parton FFs, the quark-antiquark FFs
are nonperturbative and cannot be calculated within the
QCD perturbation theory, while their factorization scale
dependence could be calculated if the variation is within
the perturbative regime [23]. In order to estimate the size
of the power corrections, quantitatively, we make the fol-
lowing approximation. We assume that at an input scale
µ0, the quark-antiquark pair FFs are dominated by the
final-state in which there is no additional hadron pro-
duced other than the observed meson, which mimics the
physical condition when the observed meson is produced
near the edge of phase space with very low multiplicity.
That is, the hadronic final-state in Eq. (36) is approx-
imated as |h(Ph)Xi ⇡ |h(Ph)i. Under this approxima-
tion, as shown below, we can relate the quark-antiquark
FFs to the square of meson distribution amplitude, to
help us to estimate the size (possibly a lower limit) of
the power corrections quantitatively by using the better
known knowledge on the meson distribution amplitudes.

For pseudoscalar mesons, e.g., pions and kaons, the
distribution amplitude �h(x, µ) has the following matrix
element definition,

h0|q̄a,i(y
�+ y�

1 )(� ·n�5)ijUab(y
�+ y�

1 , y�)qb,j(y
�)|h(Ph)i

= iP+
h fh

Z 1

0
dx e�ixP+

h y��i(1�x)P+
h (y�+y�

1 )�h(x, µ)

= iP+
h fh e�iP+

h y�
Z 1

0
dx e�i(1�x)P+

h y�
1 �h(x, µ), (38)

where the contraction of color and spin indices are ex-
plicitly shown, Uab(y

�
2 , y�

1 ) = [�n(y�
2 )]†ac[�n(y�

1 )]cb, fh
is the decay constant of the meson h, and �h(x, µ) is the
meson’s distribution amplitude.

From the definition in Eq. (36), we can rewrite the double-parton FFs of a quark-antiquark pair with color singlet
and axial-vector projections at the input scale µ0 as follows,

D[qq̄0(1a)](z, ⇠, ⇣, µ0) ⇡

Z
P+
h dy�

2⇡

Z
P+
h dy�

1

2⇡

Z
P+
h dy�

2

2⇡
ei(1�⇣)

P+
h
z y�

1 e�i
P+
h
z y�

e�i(1�⇠)
P+
h
z y�

2

⇥
1

4NcP
+
h

h0|q̄0c0,k(y
�
1 )(� · n�5)klUc0d0(y�

1 , 0)qd0,l(0)|h(Ph)i

⇥
1

4NcP
+
h

hh(Ph)|q̄a0,i(y
�)(� · n�5)ijUa0b0(y

�, y� + y�
2 )q0b0,j(y

� + y�
2 )|0i (39)

=
1

16N2
c

Z
P+
h dy�

2⇡

Z
P+
h dy�

1

2⇡

Z
P+
h dy�

2

2⇡
ei(1�⇣)

P+
h
z y�

1 e�i
P+
h
z y�

e�i(1�⇠)
P+
h
z y�

2

⇥ f2
h eiP

+
h y�

Z 1

0
d⇣ 0e�i(1�⇣0)P+

h y�
1 �h(⇣ 0, µ0)

Z 1

0
d⇠0ei(1�⇠0)P+

h y�
2 �h(⇠0, µ0)

=
f2
h

16N2
c

z �(1 � z)�h(⇣, µ0)�h(⇠, µ0). (40)

In deriving the above result, the relation in Eq. (38) was
used. Under this extreme approximation, |h(Ph)Xi ⇡

|h(Ph)i, the nonperturbative quark-antiquark pair FFs

can be expressed in terms of a product of two nonper-
turbative meson distribution amplitudes �h(⇣, µ0) and
�h(⇠, µ0), which have been better studied than the quark-

Pseudoscalar meson distribution amplitude ϕh
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In this section, we will discuss the source of possible
contributions to these new quark-antiquark FFs to gain
some insights into their potential structure and func-
tional forms, and to identify new physical observables
that could also be sensitive to the same quark-antiquark
FFs, so that we could test the universality of these new
multi-parton FFs and QCD dynamics beyond the LP
contributions in the future work.

u uu u

π+ π+ π+ π+

d d d d

u u

π+ π+

d d

⇡
u uu u

π+ π+ π+ π+

d d d d

u u

π+ π+

d d

+

u uu u

π+ π+ π+ π+

d d d d

u u

π+ π+

d d
+

u uu u

π+ π+ π+ π+

d d d d

u u

π+ π+

d d u u

π+ π+

d
d

+ · · ·

FIG. 6. Feynman diagram representation of the FFs for a
pair of ud̄ to fragment into a ⇡+ meson.

The quark-antiquark FFs are non-perturbative func-
tions and cannot be calculated within QCD perturbation
theory. However, like PDFs and FFs, we might be able to
gain some insights into these nonperturbative functions’
asymptotic behavior as the variables of these functions
approach to an extreme limit, such as z ! 1 (or x ! 1
or 0 in the case of PDFs). With the operator defini-
tion in Eq. (36), in principle, we could represent these
quark-antiquark FFs in terms of Feynman diagrams - a
Feynman diagram representation. For example, the FFs
for a ud̄ pair to fragment into a ⇡+ could be represented
by an infinite number of Feynman diagrams, as shown in
Fig. 6. The first diagram on the right of the “⇡” sign is
e↵ectively the lowest order diagram in power of ↵s in the
approximation, |h(Ph)Xi ⇡ |h(Ph)i, which led to the ap-
proximated expression of D[qq̄0(1a)](z, ⇠, ⇣, µ0) in Eq. (40).
With additional radiation of gluons, other diagrams in
Fig. 6 could also contribute to D[qq̄0(1a)](z, ⇠, ⇣, µ0), but,
cannot be proportional to �(1� z), instead, proportional
to (1 � z)n as z ! 1. Although the power of n is a non-
perturbative number and depends on the scale at which
the FFs are measured, the power n should be positive
that leads to a power-like suppression to the NLP con-
tribution from these diagrams, similar to the suppression
from LP single parton FFs when z ! 1 as discussed ear-
lier in this paper. In addition, a quark-gluon pair could
also fragment into a meson as illustrated by Feynman
diagrams in Fig. 7, which is suppressed by the power of
1 � z as z ! 1. In general, in a confining theory, like
QCD, the neutralization of color of these radiated glu-
ons (and/or quarks) requires them to turn into physical
hadrons in the final-state, such as the pions with the

lightest mass, which strongly suppresses their contribu-
tions to the physical cross sections near the edge of phase
space (or those with a very small multiplicity).

u uu ud

π+ π+ π+ π+

⇡
u uu ud

π+ π+ π+ π+

+ · · ·

FIG. 7. Feynman diagram representation of the FFs for a ug
pair to fragment into a ⇡+ meson.

Although the factorized NLP contribution to the SIDIS
cross sections in Eq. (3) is formally suppressed by the
hard scale PhT , the impact of the NLP contribution
to the physical cross sections does not vanish as the
power of 1/PhT [23, 33, 34]. With the factorization for-
mula in Eq. (3), which is a factorization of perturba-
tive collinear singularities of partonic scattering, we must
modify the DGLAP evolution of LP single-parton FFs
to be consistent to the collinear factorization accuracy
at the NLP. Following the discussion in Ref. [23], we can
derive the evolution equations for both the single-parton
and double-parton FFs from the factorization formalism
in Eq. (3). Since a physical observable should be inde-
pendent of the choice of the factorization scale, we have

d

d ln µ2

�
Df!h ⌦ d�̂�(⇤)+A!f+X

+D[ff 0()]!h ⌦ d�̂�(⇤)+A![ff 0()]+X

�
= 0 , (42)

where ⌦ represents the convolution of momentum frac-
tions as defined in Eq. (3). From Eq. (42), we obtain a
closed set of evolution equations for the FFs [23]

@

@ ln µ2
D[ff 0()]!h

=
X

[ff 0(0)]

D[ff 0(0)]!h ⌦ �[ff 0(0)]![ff 0(0)] ; (43)

and

@

@ ln µ2
Df!h =

X

f 0

Df!h ⌦ �f!f 0

+
1

µ2

X

[ff 0(0)]

D[ff 0(0)]!h ⌦ e�f![ff 0(0)] , (44)

where �[ff(0)]![ff 0(0)] is the evolution kernel for resum-
ming logarithmic collinear contribution to the double-
parton FFs, �f!f 0 is the normal LP DGLAP-type evo-
lution kernel for resumming logarithmic collinear contri-
bution to the one-parton FFs, and e�f![ff 0(0)] is a new-
type of evolution kernel for resumming the collinear con-
tributions from the diagrams such as those in Fig. 8 to
the one-parton FFs. Although the second terms on the
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hadrons, in terms of the factorization approach in Eq. (3),
we need the knowledge of quark-antiquark FFs in ad-
dition to the calculation of perturbative partonic hard
parts. For getting the most enhancement from the frag-
mentation of the quark-antiquark pair, we focus on the
production channels in which the flavor of the produced
quark-antiquark pair [ff 0] matches the flavor combina-
tion of the valence components, [qq̄0], of the produced
meson h. As introduced in Ref. [23], the quark-antiquark
FFs D[qq̄0()]!h(z, ⇠, ⇣) are defined as

D[qq̄0()]!h(z, ⇠, ⇣) =
X

X

Z
P+
h dy�

2⇡

Z
P+
h dy�

1

2⇡

Z
P+
h dy�

2

2⇡

⇥ ei(1�⇣)
P+
h
z y�

1 e�i
P+
h
z y�

e�i(1�⇠)
P+
h
z y�

2 (36)

⇥ C P h0|q̄0(y�
1 )[�n(y�

1 )]†[�n(0)]q(0)|h(Ph)Xi

⇥ hh(Ph)X|q̄(y�)[�n(y�)]†[�n(y�+ y�
2 )]q0(y�+ y�

2 )|0i,

where C and P are respectively the color and spin pro-
jection operators defined in Sec. II B with color and spin
indices suppressed. The �n(y�) in Eq. (36) is the gauge
link in the fundamental representation of QCD color
group, given by

�n(y�) = P exp


�igs

Z 1

y�
d� n · GA(�n) tA

�
, (37)

where P and GA represent the path ordering and the
gluon field, respectively, and tA is the generator of SU(3)
color with color index A, as introduced in Sec. II B.

Like the single-parton FFs, the quark-antiquark FFs
are nonperturbative and cannot be calculated within the
QCD perturbation theory, while their factorization scale
dependence could be calculated if the variation is within
the perturbative regime [23]. In order to estimate the size
of the power corrections, quantitatively, we make the fol-
lowing approximation. We assume that at an input scale
µ0, the quark-antiquark pair FFs are dominated by the
final-state in which there is no additional hadron pro-
duced other than the observed meson, which mimics the
physical condition when the observed meson is produced
near the edge of phase space with very low multiplicity.
That is, the hadronic final-state in Eq. (36) is approx-
imated as |h(Ph)Xi ⇡ |h(Ph)i. Under this approxima-
tion, as shown below, we can relate the quark-antiquark
FFs to the square of meson distribution amplitude, to
help us to estimate the size (possibly a lower limit) of
the power corrections quantitatively by using the better
known knowledge on the meson distribution amplitudes.

For pseudoscalar mesons, e.g., pions and kaons, the
distribution amplitude �h(x, µ) has the following matrix
element definition,

h0|q̄a,i(y
�+ y�

1 )(� ·n�5)ijUab(y
�+ y�

1 , y�)qb,j(y
�)|h(Ph)i

= iP+
h fh

Z 1

0
dx e�ixP+

h y��i(1�x)P+
h (y�+y�

1 )�h(x, µ)

= iP+
h fh e�iP+

h y�
Z 1

0
dx e�i(1�x)P+

h y�
1 �h(x, µ), (38)

where the contraction of color and spin indices are ex-
plicitly shown, Uab(y

�
2 , y�

1 ) = [�n(y�
2 )]†ac[�n(y�

1 )]cb, fh
is the decay constant of the meson h, and �h(x, µ) is the
meson’s distribution amplitude.

From the definition in Eq. (36), we can rewrite the double-parton FFs of a quark-antiquark pair with color singlet
and axial-vector projections at the input scale µ0 as follows,

D[qq̄0(1a)](z, ⇠, ⇣, µ0) ⇡

Z
P+
h dy�

2⇡

Z
P+
h dy�

1

2⇡

Z
P+
h dy�

2

2⇡
ei(1�⇣)

P+
h
z y�

1 e�i
P+
h
z y�

e�i(1�⇠)
P+
h
z y�

2

⇥
1

4NcP
+
h

h0|q̄0c0,k(y
�
1 )(� · n�5)klUc0d0(y�

1 , 0)qd0,l(0)|h(Ph)i

⇥
1

4NcP
+
h

hh(Ph)|q̄a0,i(y
�)(� · n�5)ijUa0b0(y

�, y� + y�
2 )q0b0,j(y

� + y�
2 )|0i (39)

=
1

16N2
c

Z
P+
h dy�

2⇡

Z
P+
h dy�

1

2⇡

Z
P+
h dy�

2

2⇡
ei(1�⇣)

P+
h
z y�

1 e�i
P+
h
z y�

e�i(1�⇠)
P+
h
z y�

2

⇥ f2
h eiP

+
h y�

Z 1

0
d⇣ 0e�i(1�⇣0)P+

h y�
1 �h(⇣ 0, µ0)

Z 1

0
d⇠0ei(1�⇠0)P+

h y�
2 �h(⇠0, µ0)

=
f2
h

16N2
c

z �(1 � z)�h(⇣, µ0)�h(⇠, µ0). (40)

In deriving the above result, the relation in Eq. (38) was
used. Under this extreme approximation, |h(Ph)Xi ⇡

|h(Ph)i, the nonperturbative quark-antiquark pair FFs

can be expressed in terms of a product of two nonper-
turbative meson distribution amplitudes �h(⇣, µ0) and
�h(⇠, µ0), which have been better studied than the quark-
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LO Feynman diagrams

Hard part

4

with a real photon Q2 = 0. When the photon is either
deep virtual with Q2 = �q2

⇠ P 2
hT

or real with Q2 = 0,
the scattering cross section can be expressed in terms of
a collinearly factorized formalism [21, 23],

d��⇤+A!h+X

d3Ph/(2Eh)
⇡

X

a,f

Z 1

xB

dx

x

Z 1

zh

dz

z2
�a/P (x) Df!h(z)

d�̂�⇤+a(l)!f(p)+X

d3p/(2Ep)

+
X

a,[ff 0()]

Z 1

xB

dx

x

Z 1

zh

dz

z2

Z 1

0
d⇠d⇣ �a/P (x) D[ff 0()]!h(z, ⇠, ⇣)

d�̂�⇤+a(l)![ff 0()](p,⇠,⇣)+X

d3p/(2Ep)
, (3)

where a, f (and f 0) run over all parton flavors: q, q̄,
and g,  runs over all spin and color states of [ff 0],
�a/P (x) and Df!h(z) are defined above as PDFs and
FFs, respectively, with l = xP and Ph = zp, and
D[ff 0()]!h(z, ⇠, ⇣) are double-parton FFs, as sketched in
Fig. 3, with the momentum fraction of the pair carried
by the observed hadron, z = Ph/p, and ⇠ and ⇣ being rel-
ative momentum fractions of the two partons in the am-
plitude and its complex conjugate, respectively [22–24].
The factorization scale µ in Eq. (3) is suppressed. The

P hPh

(1�⇠)p (1�⇣)p ⇣ p⇠ p

0y1y y + y2

FIG. 3. Sketch of the fragmentation function for a quark-
antiquark pair of momentum p to fragment to a hadron of
momentum Ph.

�̂�⇤+a(l)!f(p)+X and �̂�⇤+a(l)![ff 0()](p,⇠,⇣)+X in Eq. (3),
respectively, are perturbatively calculable short-distance
hard parts for producing a single parton of flavor f and
a pair of partons of flavor combination [ff 0], while the
hard part for producing a pair partons is powerly sup-
pressed by 1/P 2

hT
in comparison with the hard part for

producing a single parton at the same momentum p.
In Eq. (3), we neglected other NLP terms proportional
to twist-4 parton distributions and the same single par-

ton FFs, �(4)
[ab]/P (x, x0, x00) ⌦ Df!h(z), since correspond-

ing partonic hard part is powerly suppressed comparing
the LP hard part, while no potential enhancement from
the hadronization since the same FFs are used. There
could be additional contributions to the factorized for-
malism in Eq.(3), and they are typically suppressed by
even higher power in 1/P 2

hT
and/or 1/Q2. These contri-

butions are not expected to be factorizable. The partonic
short-distance hard parts in Eq. (3) at the leading order
in power of strong coupling constant ↵s are given by

Epd�̂�⇤+a(l)!f(p)+X

d3p
=

|M�⇤+a(l)!f(p)+X |
2

2(ŝ + Q2)

⇥
1

2(2⇡)2
�(ŝ + t̂ + û + Q2), (4)

Epd�̂�⇤+a(l)![ff 0](p)+X

d3p
=

|M�⇤+a(l)![ff 0()](p)+X |
2

2(ŝ + Q2)

⇥
1

2(2⇡)2
�(ŝ + t̂ + û + Q2), (5)

where parton level Mandelstam variables are defined as

ŝ = (q + l)2, t̂ = (q � p)2, û = (l � p)2, (6)

with the constraint

ŝ + t̂ + û = q2 = �Q2 (7)

imposed by the phase space �-function of the massless
two-particle final-state and the momentum conservation
of the 2 ! 2 partonic subprocess. In Eqs. (4) and
(5), the denominator 2(ŝ + Q2) = 2E�⇤2Ea|v�⇤ � va| is
the flux factor of the partonic scattering process, and
|M�⇤+a(l)!f(p)+X |

2 and |M�⇤+a(l)![ff 0()](p)+X |
2, re-

spectively, are squared LP and NLP partonic scattering
amplitudes with initial-state spin and color averaged and
final-state spin and color summed.

B. Power suppressed partonic hard parts

The theoretical prediction (or an estimation) for the
size of power corrections in Eq. (3) relies on our ability
to calculate the short-distance hard parts to produce a
pair of partons and our knowledge of the nonperturba-
tive double-parton FFs. For getting the most enhance-
ment from the pair’s hadronization to compensate the
power suppression of the partonic hard parts to produce
the pair at NLP, we calculate the partonic hard parts
from subprocesses that can produce a quark-antiquark
pair with the same valence quark flavor combination as
the produced charged meson.

At the lowest order in power of ↵s, we need to con-
sider the subprocess: �⇤ + q ! [qq̄0()] + q0, with corre-
sponding Feynman diagrams given in Fig. 4 where the
quark and antiquark flavors q and q̄0 should match the
valence flavors of the measured meson. The color state
of the produced quark-antiquark pair can be either a sin-
glet “[1]” or an octet “[8]” state, and corresponding color
projection operators are respectively proportional to �ab
and tAab, where a, b = 1, 2, ..., Nc are color indices for the

l

q ξp

-(1-ξ)p

q

l

ξp

-(1-ξ)p

q

l

-(1-ξ)p
ξp

q

l

-(1-ξ)p

ξp

two possible channels
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Color factor

same color factor for LO diagrams

Virtual photon spin states

transverse：

longitudinal：

qµ = (q · v)v̄µ + (q · v̄)vµ
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broader than the asymptotic form which could be ex-
plained as a direct expression of DCSB, as discussed
in [14]. The relatively large uncertainties in Fig. 4 are
expected to be reduced if the analysis of higher-order
and higher-twist e↵ects becomes available in the future.

FIG. 4. LCDAs for ⇡(top) and K(bottom), extrapolated to
the continuum (a ! 0) and infinite momentum limit (Pz !
1). For the kaon, x is the momentum fraction carried by the
light quark.

Summary: We present a state-of-the-art lattice calcu-
lation of ⇡ and K DAs using LaMET. The renormaliza-
tion is done in the hybrid scheme with self renormaliza-
tion proposed recently. Based on the results at physical
light and strange quark masses with three lattice spac-
ings and momenta, we perform an extrapolation to the
continuum and infinite momentum limit. The final re-

sults exhibit a significant deviation from the asymptotic
form, while they are close to the DSE and OPE results,
especially in the middle x region where our method is
reliable. However, there are still some significant dif-
ferences in the endpoint regions. This could be due to
missing higher-power/ high-order corrections in LaMET
which can be improved in future calculations, or due to
e↵ects of higher moments ignored in the OPE and DSE
calculations.
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antiquark pair FFs. We will come back to discuss the
corrections to our extreme approximation in Sec. IV.

III. COMPARISON BETWEEN LP AND NLP

CONTRIBUTIONS

In order to understand the relevance and potential im-
pact of the NLP corrections, we evaluate and compare
the size of the LP and NLP contributions to the SIDIS
production of a charged meson at large transverse mo-
mentum, numerically, in this section.

The di↵erential multiplicities for charged hadrons in
lepton DIS o↵ a deuteron target were recently measured
by the COMPASS Collaboration [11]. The di↵erential
multiplicity is defined as the ratio between the SIDIS
and the inclusive DIS di↵erential cross sections:

d2Mh

dzhdP 2
hT

=

 
d4�SIDIS

h

dxBdQ2dzhdP 2
hT

!�✓
d2�DIS

dxBdQ2

◆
, (41)

where xB and zh are defined in Eq. (2), and PhT is defined
in the photon-target frame. Since the produced hadrons
are dominated by pions, we only calculate SIDIS cross
sections for charged pions, ⇡± in this section, instead of
the sum of all long-lived charged hadrons, h±, as included
in the COMPASS data.

Since the purpose of this paper is to show the relevance
and potential impact of NLP contributions to warrant a
urgent and more detailed study of the NLP power correc-
tions to the low multiplicity observables in SIDIS, instead
of a precise fitting to the data, we perform straightfor-
ward leading order calculations in power of ↵s for both
LP and NLP contributions to the di↵erential multiplicity
defined in Eq. (41). Since the inclusive DIS cross section
in the denominator is dominated by the low PhT region
and consistent with the LP contribution alone, we include
both LP and NLP contributions to the SIDIS cross sec-
tion in the numerator while having the LP contribution
to the inclusive DIS cross section in the denominator in
our numerical evaluation of the di↵erential multiplicity
below. For PDFs, we use CT14 PDF set in our numer-
ical evaluation [30]. For single-parton FFs in the LP
contribution, we use the NNFF1.0 FF sets [31]. For the
NLP contribution, we only consider the channels with
produced quark-antiquark pair matching the valence fla-
vors in the color singlet and axial-vector spin projection.
In addition, we approximate, |h(Ph)Xi ⇡ |h(Ph)i, in
the definition of quark-antiquark FFs, as discussed in
Sec. II C, and express the quark-antiquark FFs in terms
of two distribution amplitudes, as in Eq. (40). For the
distribution amplitude, we adopt those from Ref. [32].
Our numerical results are shown in Fig. 5 along with
COMPASS data [11]. Consistent with what was found
in Refs. [17, 18], the LP contribution alone (the dotted
curves) is about one order of magnitude smaller than the
data. While adding next-to-leading order corrections to
the LP contribution does not help much [18], it is clear
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FIG. 5. Comparison of COMPASS data [11] on the di↵erential
multiplicity with LO contribution from both LP and NLP
contributions.

from Fig. 5 that the NLP contribution (the di↵erence be-
tween the solid and dotted curves) is large, and could be
as large as a factor of five of the LP contribution when zh
and PhT are large, near the edge of phase space. There-
fore, in this regime where the multiplicity is low and there
is not much phase space for radiation (into light hadrons),
it is very important to include the NLP corrections in the
QCD global fitting for extracting PDFs and FFs. It is
also an opportunity for studying QCD power corrections
and the formation or emergence of hadrons from pertur-
batively produced quarks and gluons.

IV. DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE

OPPORTUNITIES

As emphasized earlier, it is not our goal of this paper
to fit the COMPASS data to extract the NLP contri-
butions, since the precise LP and NLP contributions to
one physical observable, or more precisely, to the dif-
ferential multiplicity in Eq. (41), depend on more than
one unknown, nonperturbative function. In principle,
we need theoretical calculations for more physical ob-
servables, which are also sensitive to the same quark-
antiquark FFs, and corresponding data to perform QCD
global analyses to extract both PDFs and FFs, as well
as these new quark-antiquark FFs, which could provide
much more insights to the color neutralization and for-
mation of light hadrons, complimentary to what we have
learned from the LP single-parton FFs. The predictive
power of this QCD factorization approach beyond the LP
is our ability to calculate the short-distance hard parts
and the universality of these new multi-parton FFs.
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to fit the COMPASS data to extract the NLP contri-
butions, since the precise LP and NLP contributions to
one physical observable, or more precisely, to the dif-
ferential multiplicity in Eq. (41), depend on more than
one unknown, nonperturbative function. In principle,
we need theoretical calculations for more physical ob-
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global analyses to extract both PDFs and FFs, as well
as these new quark-antiquark FFs, which could provide
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+ · · ·

FIG. 8. Feynman diagram representation of the single-parton
FFs to a ⇡+ meson via an intermediate ud̄ pair.

right-hand-side of Eq. (44) is power suppressed by 1/µ2,
its contribution to the physical observables, such as the
SIDIS cross section in Eq. (3), does not vanish as 1/PhT

since it contributes to the slope of Df!h, not the Df!h

itself [23, 33, 34]. That is, in order to understand the true
impact of the NLP contribution to the SIDIS, we need
to do a simultaneous QCD global fitting of PDFs and
FFs [35], together with double-parton FFs if one wants
to include the COMPASS data or other data near the
edge of phase space.

To avoid the di�culty of having too many double-
parton FFs, as the leading approximation, it might be
practical for now to make the “valence quark” approxi-
mation to keep the quark-antiquark flavors - [ff 0()] in
both the cross section calculations and evolution equa-
tions to be the same as the valence quark flavors of the
observed meson. That is, for the double-parton fragmen-
tation functions, we ignore the contributions from the
double-parton FFs in Fig. 7, while keeping the contribu-
tions from the diagrams in Fig. 6.

To close this section, we estimate the NLP contribu-
tion to charged pion and kaon productions in upcom-
ing SIDIS experiments at Je↵erson Lab (JLab), which
have much lower collision energies than what COMPASS
had, and thus, should have much less high multiplicity
events. Therefore, the impact of the NLP contribution
at JLab kinematics could be more significant than that at
COMPASS kinematics. In Fig. 9, we present our calcu-
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FIG. 9. Di↵erential multiplicities at JLab kinematics:
Ebeam = 11GeV, Q2 = 3GeV2, xB = 0.2, and zh = 0.7.

lated di↵erential multiplicities, defined in Eq. (41), for
both pion and kaon production in SIDIS experiments
with a typical kinematics at JLab. We show the LP
(dashed), NLP (dot-dashed) and LP+NLP (solid) contri-

butions, respectively. As expected, the NLP term dom-
inates large-PhT region, due to the strong (1 � z)-power
suppression from the single-parton FFs to the LP con-
tribution, even though the NLP contribution is formally
suppressed by extra power of 1/PhT . To make this point
even more quantitative and transparent, we plot the frac-
tional contribution to the di↵erential multiplicity from
the LP (dashed) and NLP (dot-dashed) in the lower pan-
els, respectively.

FIG. 10. Rapidity distributions of LP and NLP contributions
at JLab kinematics: Ebeam = 11GeV, Q2 = 3GeV2, xB =
0.2, and PhT = 1.0GeV.

In addition to the PhT dependence, the NLP contribu-
tion has di↵erent rapidity distributions from that of the
LP contribution. In Fig. 10, we show the LP, NLP and
LP+NLP contributions separately as a function of the
rapidity yh of the measured charged meson. The rapid-
ity yh is defined in the photon-target collinear frame with
virtual photon momentum q = (�Q/

p
2, Q/

p
2,0?). As

expected, the NLP contribution favors more negative ra-
pidity, which corresponds to larger zh regime where the
LP contribution is suppressed by powers of (1 � z) from
its single-parton FFs. Because the phase space for the
produced partons to radiate to light hadrons is smaller
at JLab energies, the NLP contribution is sizable, about
20%, even in the mid-rapidity region comparing with the
LP contribution. Therefore, more detailed studies of the
NLP corrections are urgent for upcoming SIDIS experi-
ments at JLab.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the first calculations of power cor-
rections to charged meson productions in SIDIS at large
transverse momentum, PhT ⇠ Q � ⇤QCD, in terms of
the QCD collinear factorization formalism. We found
that the power corrections are very important for the
events near the edge of phase space where the hadron
multiplicity is low, and zh ! 1 and PhT is large.

By expanding the SIDIS cross section in terms of the
inverse power of the observed large momentum scale,
1/PhT or 1/Q, we perturbatively factorized the leading
and the first subleading power contributions into short-
distance hard parts and corresponding nonperturbative
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FIG. 10. Rapidity distributions of LP and NLP contributions
at JLab kinematics: Ebeam = 11GeV, Q2 = 3GeV2, xB =
0.2, and PhT = 1.0GeV.

In addition to the PhT dependence, the NLP contribu-
tion has di↵erent rapidity distributions from that of the
LP contribution. In Fig. 10, we show the LP, NLP and
LP+NLP contributions separately as a function of the
rapidity yh of the measured charged meson. The rapid-
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expected, the NLP contribution favors more negative ra-
pidity, which corresponds to larger zh regime where the
LP contribution is suppressed by powers of (1 � z) from
its single-parton FFs. Because the phase space for the
produced partons to radiate to light hadrons is smaller
at JLab energies, the NLP contribution is sizable, about
20%, even in the mid-rapidity region comparing with the
LP contribution. Therefore, more detailed studies of the
NLP corrections are urgent for upcoming SIDIS experi-
ments at JLab.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the first calculations of power cor-
rections to charged meson productions in SIDIS at large
transverse momentum, PhT ⇠ Q � ⇤QCD, in terms of
the QCD collinear factorization formalism. We found
that the power corrections are very important for the
events near the edge of phase space where the hadron
multiplicity is low, and zh ! 1 and PhT is large.
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• less high multiplicity events  
•NLP contribution is more 
significant
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antiquark pair FFs. We will come back to discuss the
corrections to our extreme approximation in Sec. IV.

III. COMPARISON BETWEEN LP AND NLP

CONTRIBUTIONS

In order to understand the relevance and potential im-
pact of the NLP corrections, we evaluate and compare
the size of the LP and NLP contributions to the SIDIS
production of a charged meson at large transverse mo-
mentum, numerically, in this section.

The di↵erential multiplicities for charged hadrons in
lepton DIS o↵ a deuteron target were recently measured
by the COMPASS Collaboration [11]. The di↵erential
multiplicity is defined as the ratio between the SIDIS
and the inclusive DIS di↵erential cross sections:

d2Mh

dzhdP 2
hT

=

 
d4�SIDIS

h

dxBdQ2dzhdP 2
hT

!�✓
d2�DIS

dxBdQ2

◆
, (41)

where xB and zh are defined in Eq. (2), and PhT is defined
in the photon-target frame. Since the produced hadrons
are dominated by pions, we only calculate SIDIS cross
sections for charged pions, ⇡± in this section, instead of
the sum of all long-lived charged hadrons, h±, as included
in the COMPASS data.

Since the purpose of this paper is to show the relevance
and potential impact of NLP contributions to warrant a
urgent and more detailed study of the NLP power correc-
tions to the low multiplicity observables in SIDIS, instead
of a precise fitting to the data, we perform straightfor-
ward leading order calculations in power of ↵s for both
LP and NLP contributions to the di↵erential multiplicity
defined in Eq. (41). Since the inclusive DIS cross section
in the denominator is dominated by the low PhT region
and consistent with the LP contribution alone, we include
both LP and NLP contributions to the SIDIS cross sec-
tion in the numerator while having the LP contribution
to the inclusive DIS cross section in the denominator in
our numerical evaluation of the di↵erential multiplicity
below. For PDFs, we use CT14 PDF set in our numer-
ical evaluation [30]. For single-parton FFs in the LP
contribution, we use the NNFF1.0 FF sets [31]. For the
NLP contribution, we only consider the channels with
produced quark-antiquark pair matching the valence fla-
vors in the color singlet and axial-vector spin projection.
In addition, we approximate, |h(Ph)Xi ⇡ |h(Ph)i, in
the definition of quark-antiquark FFs, as discussed in
Sec. II C, and express the quark-antiquark FFs in terms
of two distribution amplitudes, as in Eq. (40). For the
distribution amplitude, we adopt those from Ref. [32].
Our numerical results are shown in Fig. 5 along with
COMPASS data [11]. Consistent with what was found
in Refs. [17, 18], the LP contribution alone (the dotted
curves) is about one order of magnitude smaller than the
data. While adding next-to-leading order corrections to
the LP contribution does not help much [18], it is clear

FIG. 5. Comparison of COMPASS data [11] on the di↵erential
multiplicity with LO contribution from both LP and NLP
contributions.

from Fig. 5 that the NLP contribution (the di↵erence be-
tween the solid and dotted curves) is large, and could be
as large as a factor of five of the LP contribution when zh
and PhT are large, near the edge of phase space. There-
fore, in this regime where the multiplicity is low and there
is not much phase space for radiation (into light hadrons),
it is very important to include the NLP corrections in the
QCD global fitting for extracting PDFs and FFs. It is
also an opportunity for studying QCD power corrections
and the formation or emergence of hadrons from pertur-
batively produced quarks and gluons.

IV. DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE

OPPORTUNITIES

As emphasized earlier, it is not our goal of this paper
to fit the COMPASS data to extract the NLP contri-
butions, since the precise LP and NLP contributions to
one physical observable, or more precisely, to the dif-
ferential multiplicity in Eq. (41), depend on more than
one unknown, nonperturbative function. In principle,
we need theoretical calculations for more physical ob-
servables, which are also sensitive to the same quark-
antiquark FFs, and corresponding data to perform QCD
global analyses to extract both PDFs and FFs, as well
as these new quark-antiquark FFs, which could provide
much more insights to the color neutralization and for-
mation of light hadrons, complimentary to what we have
learned from the LP single-parton FFs. The predictive
power of this QCD factorization approach beyond the LP
is our ability to calculate the short-distance hard parts
and the universality of these new multi-parton FFs.

yh is defined in photon-target frame 
with
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In this section, we will discuss the source of possible
contributions to these new quark-antiquark FFs to gain
some insights into their potential structure and func-
tional forms, and to identify new physical observables
that could also be sensitive to the same quark-antiquark
FFs, so that we could test the universality of these new
multi-parton FFs and QCD dynamics beyond the LP
contributions in the future work.

u uu u

π+ π+ π+ π+

d d d d

u u

π+ π+

d d

⇡
u uu u

π+ π+ π+ π+

d d d d

u u

π+ π+

d d

+

u uu u

π+ π+ π+ π+

d d d d

u u

π+ π+

d d
+

u uu u

π+ π+ π+ π+

d d d d

u u

π+ π+

d d u u

π+ π+

d
d

+ · · ·

FIG. 6. Feynman diagram representation of the FFs for a
pair of ud̄ to fragment into a ⇡+ meson.

The quark-antiquark FFs are non-perturbative func-
tions and cannot be calculated within QCD perturbation
theory. However, like PDFs and FFs, we might be able to
gain some insights into these nonperturbative functions’
asymptotic behavior as the variables of these functions
approach to an extreme limit, such as z ! 1 (or x ! 1
or 0 in the case of PDFs). With the operator defini-
tion in Eq. (36), in principle, we could represent these
quark-antiquark FFs in terms of Feynman diagrams - a
Feynman diagram representation. For example, the FFs
for a ud̄ pair to fragment into a ⇡+ could be represented
by an infinite number of Feynman diagrams, as shown in
Fig. 6. The first diagram on the right of the “⇡” sign is
e↵ectively the lowest order diagram in power of ↵s in the
approximation, |h(Ph)Xi ⇡ |h(Ph)i, which led to the ap-
proximated expression of D[qq̄0(1a)](z, ⇠, ⇣, µ0) in Eq. (40).
With additional radiation of gluons, other diagrams in
Fig. 6 could also contribute to D[qq̄0(1a)](z, ⇠, ⇣, µ0), but,
cannot be proportional to �(1� z), instead, proportional
to (1 � z)n as z ! 1. Although the power of n is a non-
perturbative number and depends on the scale at which
the FFs are measured, the power n should be positive
that leads to a power-like suppression to the NLP con-
tribution from these diagrams, similar to the suppression
from LP single parton FFs when z ! 1 as discussed ear-
lier in this paper. In addition, a quark-gluon pair could
also fragment into a meson as illustrated by Feynman
diagrams in Fig. 7, which is suppressed by the power of
1 � z as z ! 1. In general, in a confining theory, like
QCD, the neutralization of color of these radiated glu-
ons (and/or quarks) requires them to turn into physical
hadrons in the final-state, such as the pions with the

lightest mass, which strongly suppresses their contribu-
tions to the physical cross sections near the edge of phase
space (or those with a very small multiplicity).

u uu ud

π+ π+ π+ π+

⇡
u uu ud

π+ π+ π+ π+

+ · · ·

FIG. 7. Feynman diagram representation of the FFs for a ug
pair to fragment into a ⇡+ meson.

Although the factorized NLP contribution to the SIDIS
cross sections in Eq. (3) is formally suppressed by the
hard scale PhT , the impact of the NLP contribution
to the physical cross sections does not vanish as the
power of 1/PhT [23, 33, 34]. With the factorization for-
mula in Eq. (3), which is a factorization of perturba-
tive collinear singularities of partonic scattering, we must
modify the DGLAP evolution of LP single-parton FFs
to be consistent to the collinear factorization accuracy
at the NLP. Following the discussion in Ref. [23], we can
derive the evolution equations for both the single-parton
and double-parton FFs from the factorization formalism
in Eq. (3). Since a physical observable should be inde-
pendent of the choice of the factorization scale, we have

d

d ln µ2

�
Df!h ⌦ d�̂�(⇤)+A!f+X

+D[ff 0()]!h ⌦ d�̂�(⇤)+A![ff 0()]+X

�
= 0 , (42)

where ⌦ represents the convolution of momentum frac-
tions as defined in Eq. (3). From Eq. (42), we obtain a
closed set of evolution equations for the FFs [23]

@

@ ln µ2
D[ff 0()]!h

=
X

[ff 0(0)]

D[ff 0(0)]!h ⌦ �[ff 0(0)]![ff 0(0)] ; (43)

and

@

@ ln µ2
Df!h =

X

f 0

Df!h ⌦ �f!f 0

+
1

µ2

X

[ff 0(0)]

D[ff 0(0)]!h ⌦ e�f![ff 0(0)] , (44)

where �[ff(0)]![ff 0(0)] is the evolution kernel for resum-
ming logarithmic collinear contribution to the double-
parton FFs, �f!f 0 is the normal LP DGLAP-type evo-
lution kernel for resumming logarithmic collinear contri-
bution to the one-parton FFs, and e�f![ff 0(0)] is a new-
type of evolution kernel for resumming the collinear con-
tributions from the diagrams such as those in Fig. 8 to
the one-parton FFs. Although the second terms on the

A closed set of evolution equations
@

@ lnµ2
D[ff 0()]!h

=
X

[f̃ f̃ 0()0]

D[f̃ f̃ 0(0)]!h] ⌦ �[ff 0()]![f̃ f̃ 0(0)]
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Kinematic shifted by QED radiation

Kinematics with radiative effect
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• Djangoh is used to simulate charged current deep-inelastic scattering including radiative effects. 
• Kinematics are smeared after including radiative corrections.

Data sample : Int L = 10 fb-1, Kinematics settings: 0.01<y<0.95, 102 GeV2 <Q2<105 GeV2

initial                   final vacuum                            loops

[Figure from X. Chu at 2nd EIC YR workshop]

kinematic experienced by the parton  kinematic reconstructed from observed momenta ≠

“In many nuclear physics experiments, radiative corrections quickly become a dominant 
source of systematics. In fact, the uncertainty on the corrections might be the dominant 
source for high-statistics experiment”     

—— EIC Yellow Report
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Figure 17. Unpolarized SIDIS structure function Fh
UU,T as a function qT /Q, where qT = PhT /z,

at fixed values of Q2 = 25 GeV2, y = 0.4, and zh = 0.5. The unmodified function (dotted blue
line) is taken from the JAM3D20 global QCD analysis [60], while the additional power-law tail
contribution (dashed green line) distorts the region qT /Q > 0.5 by enhancing the modified Fh (mod)

UU,T

(solid red line) to mimic QCD radiation e↵ects in collinear factorization.

Using the fitted parameters from ref. [23], the PhT spectrum was found [48] to be

significantly modified in the presence of QED e↵ects. Since the fitted Gaussian ansatz for

F h
UU,T is only valid for small transverse momenta, it is instructive to see how the QED e↵ects

depend on its shape in the large transverse momentum region, where the Gaussian behavior

is expected to transform into a power law-like dependence. To explore this transition, we

augment the original function F h
UU,T by modifying its large-PhT behavior,

F h
UU,T ! F h (mod)

UU,T = F h
UU,T R + (1 � R)Ftail, (4.6)

where

R = exp


� N

⇣qT
Q

⌘3
�
, Ftail =

Ctail

q2T
, (4.7)

with qT = PhT /z, and the parameters set to N = 20 and Ctail = 0.01 GeV2. The modifica-

tion mimics the enhancement of the structure function at large PhT stemming from hard

QCD radiation, which overwhelms the e↵ects from intrinsic transverse momentum in this

region.

In figure 17 we illustrate our modification to F h
UU,T , showing the dependence on qT /Q

for fixed values of Q2 = 25 GeV2, y = 0.3, and zh = 0.5, using for the unmodified

F h
UU,T structure function the result extracted from the recent JAM3D20 global analysis in

the TMD framework [60]. The specific parameters used for the modification are simply

illustrative, but chosen to approximate a typical scenario for the large-PhT region within

collinear factorization. Note that when implementing the QED e↵ects described in the

previous sections, eqs. (4.5)–(4.7) are utilized by replacing the arguments of F h
UU,T with

the corresponding variables x̂B, bQ2, ẑh and bPhT .

In figure 18 we show the impact of the QED radiative e↵ects on the ratios of unpolar-

ized SIDIS cross sections, calculated at the Born level and with RCs, as a function of qT /Q
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Figure 18. Ratios of unpolarized SIDIS cross sections without radiation (“no RC”) to those
including QED e↵ects, as a function of qT /Q, for the Fh

UU,T structure function from ref. [60] using

the Gaussian ansatz in the TMD framework (left) and with the modified Fh (mod)
UU,T as in eq. (4.6)

(right), for
p

s = 140 GeV, y = 0.4 and zh = 0.5, at Q = 3 GeV (blue lines) and 10 GeV (red lines).
The full calculation with QED radiation (“RC+rot”, solid lines) is compared with that removing
the QED rotational e↵ects induced to the transverse momentum in Breit frame (“RC”, dashed
lines).

at fixed values of
p

s = 140 GeV, y = 0.4 and zh = 0.5, for Q = 3 and 10 GeV, typical

of those expected at the EIC. The QED radiative e↵ects are observed to be stronger in

the absence of hard QCD radiation enhancements in F h
UU,T at large PhT , and relatively

mild otherwise. To isolate the rotational e↵ects induced by the QED radiation in relating

the true Breit frame transverse momentum and the one computed with external kinemat-

ics, we set bPhT ! PhT , but keep the other (⇠, ⇣)-dependent variables unmodified. This

e↵ectively removes the rotational e↵ect, and reveals its suppressed role for the power-law

enhanced F h (mod)
UU,T structure function compared with the unmodified function. The striking

dependence of the QED radiative e↵ects on the specific behavior of F h
UU,T indicates the

di�culty in establishing a universal QED correction that can be applied to extract the

pure QED, “free” SIDIS structure function from the data. Since the corrections depends

on the behavior of F h
UU,T itself, one is confronted with an inverse problem that can only be

solved within a QCD analysis framework that incorporates QED e↵ects simultaneously.

Turning now to the QED radiative e↵ects on the leading-twist spin modulations in

SIDIS, we note that for scattering of unpolarized leptons (U) from nucleons with trans-

verse (T ) polarization ST there are three contributions that enter in the sum
P

n ŵnF h
n

in eq. (3.34). These UT modulations depend on the relative angles �̂h and �̂S in the

combinations given by [10]
X

n

ŵnF h
n (x̂B, bQ2, ẑh, bP 2

hT )
���
UT

= |ST |
h
sin(�̂h � �̂S)F sin(�h��S)

UT ,T + sin(�̂h + �̂S)F sin(�h+�S)
UT

+ sin(3�̂h � �̂S)F sin(3�h��S)
UT

i
, (4.8)

where the first and second terms correspond to the Sivers and Collins asymmetries, re-

spectively, and the third term contains the pretzelosity TMD function in the small-PhT

region.
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UU,T as in eq. (4.6)

(right), for
p

s = 140 GeV, y = 0.4 and zh = 0.5, at Q = 3 GeV (blue lines) and 10 GeV (red lines).
The full calculation with QED radiation (“RC+rot”, solid lines) is compared with that removing
the QED rotational e↵ects induced to the transverse momentum in Breit frame (“RC”, dashed
lines).
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UU,T structure function compared with the unmodified function. The striking
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UU,T indicates the

di�culty in establishing a universal QED correction that can be applied to extract the

pure QED, “free” SIDIS structure function from the data. Since the corrections depends

on the behavior of F h
UU,T itself, one is confronted with an inverse problem that can only be

solved within a QCD analysis framework that incorporates QED e↵ects simultaneously.

Turning now to the QED radiative e↵ects on the leading-twist spin modulations in

SIDIS, we note that for scattering of unpolarized leptons (U) from nucleons with trans-

verse (T ) polarization ST there are three contributions that enter in the sum
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in eq. (3.34). These UT modulations depend on the relative angles �̂h and �̂S in the
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at fixed values of
p

s = 140 GeV, y = 0.4 and zh = 0.5, for Q = 3 and 10 GeV, typical

of those expected at the EIC. The QED radiative e↵ects are observed to be stronger in

the absence of hard QCD radiation enhancements in F h
UU,T at large PhT , and relatively

mild otherwise. To isolate the rotational e↵ects induced by the QED radiation in relating

the true Breit frame transverse momentum and the one computed with external kinemat-

ics, we set bPhT ! PhT , but keep the other (⇠, ⇣)-dependent variables unmodified. This

e↵ectively removes the rotational e↵ect, and reveals its suppressed role for the power-law

enhanced F h (mod)
UU,T structure function compared with the unmodified function. The striking

dependence of the QED radiative e↵ects on the specific behavior of F h
UU,T indicates the

di�culty in establishing a universal QED correction that can be applied to extract the

pure QED, “free” SIDIS structure function from the data. Since the corrections depends

on the behavior of F h
UU,T itself, one is confronted with an inverse problem that can only be

solved within a QCD analysis framework that incorporates QED e↵ects simultaneously.

Turning now to the QED radiative e↵ects on the leading-twist spin modulations in

SIDIS, we note that for scattering of unpolarized leptons (U) from nucleons with trans-

verse (T ) polarization ST there are three contributions that enter in the sum
P

n ŵnF h
n

in eq. (3.34). These UT modulations depend on the relative angles �̂h and �̂S in the

combinations given by [10]
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where the first and second terms correspond to the Sivers and Collins asymmetries, re-

spectively, and the third term contains the pretzelosity TMD function in the small-PhT

region.
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Radiative correction factor depends on 
the hadronic physics we want to extract.
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• Formally suppressed NLP contribution to SIDIS cross section is not 
necessarily smaller than the formal LP contribution. 

• Produced parton pair with the right quantum number has better chance to turn 
to the measured meson. 

• Power corrections are very important for events near the edge of phase space 
where the multiplicity is low. 

• Evolution equation should be modified consistently to NLP. 
• Other effects, such as QED radiations, may also be important. 
• A simultaneous fit of FFs and PDFs including power corrections is desired. 
• Opportunities from experiments at JLab and the future EicC/EIC/STCF.

Thank you!


